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Abstract
Current research into Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) has included work on bi-
ologically inspired propulsion mechanisms, for instance flapping foils. The first aim of this
thesis is to develop an accurate non-linear model of a flapping foil AUV, including the forces
and moments due to the flapping foil propulsion. The non-linear model is based on standard
characteristic equations for a six degree of freedom problem, with components due to hy-
drostatics (vehicle weight and buoyancy), hydrodynamic damping (body drag), added mass,
coriolis forces and the net forces and moments due to the motion of the six flapping foils.
The instantaneous model of the flapping foil consists of an analytical model of the angle
of attack with respect to the free stream flow. The model depends on empirically derived
coefficients of lift (CL), chordal force (Cc) and drag (CD).
The second aim of this thesis is to test the flapping foil AUV model open loop. Two
tests are performed: a square wave pitch and yaw command. This data will provide a
degree of confidence in the flapping foil AUV model, or highlight the need for additional
characterization of certain vehicle parameters.
The final aim of this thesis is to design a closed loop strategy and repeat the tests
performed on the open loop system. We use feedback linearization which attempts to cancel
the system non-linearities, and thus specify the system response exactly. It is demonstrated
that the tracking performance of the closed loop control system is satisfactory.
Thesis Supervisor: Anuradha M. Annaswamy
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There has been much research over the years on autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). A
Google search shows there are many research teams around the world working on designing,
building and testing many different AUVs. This is an important area of interest to the oil
and gas industry, because AUVs can be used to repair underwater pipe lines and offshore oil
rigs instead of a team of divers. The defense industry is also keen to increase the diversity
of their underwater arsenal, with highly maneuverable, low noise AUVs.
Conventional underwater vehicles with thrusters or propellers, e.g. REMUS (see Figure
1-1 [9]) are nominally designed for straight and level "flight", with low angle of attack. They
are usually fast but cannot perform the complex maneuvering required to inspect the towers
that support an offshore oil rig. The recent trend towards biomimetic AUVs is hoped to
improve the maneuverability of AUVs. Instead of vectored thrusters, the vehicles employ
some arrangement of flapping foils, either a single caudal (tail) fin, like MIT's RoboTuna
(see Figure 1-2 [12]) or multiple flapping foils like MIT's turtle AUV (see Figure 1-3 [11]) or
the Navel Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC)'s biorobotic AUV (see Figure 1-4 [33).
Flapping foil propulsion has been shown to be more hydrodynamically efficient than
conventional cross-tunnel thrusters with fixed blades [5]. Furthermore it has the potential to
provide AUVs with a much higher degree of maneuverability, and make them much quieter
since they do not rely on high speed motors.
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It appears most of the groups researching flapping foil AUVs have designed and built
prototype AUVs in order to perform extensive testing in a tow tank. While this is necessary,
it is also desirable to have an accurate nonlinear model of a flapping foil AUV in order
to easily test out various control algorithms. Chapter two details the development of an
accurate nonlinear model of a flapping foil AUV (see Figure 2-1) which is inspired by NUWC's
biorobotic AUV. It includes a slightly different arrangement of foils at each end of the
body. The full nonlinear model will include the forces and moments due to the flapping foil
propulsion.
Using the full nonlinear model of a flapping foil AUV, we proceed to design an open loop
controller in chapter three and test this with two nominal transients. We then close the loop
in chapter four and compare the performance of the closed loop controller to the open loop
results.
Figure 1-1: Picture of REMUS, a conventional AUV which uses a propeller [9]
16
Figure 1-2: Picture of MIT's RoboTuna which is propelled by a large caudal fin [12]
Figure 1-3: Picture of MIT's turtle AUV which uses an arrangement of four flapping foils
[11]
17
Figure 1-4: Picture of NUWC's biorobotic AUV which employs a slightly different arrange-
ment of flapping foils [3]
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1.1 Notation
The notation used in this thesis follows the conventions in [4]. A left-superscript, F is
the frame of reference in which the quantity is evaluated (in this case the b-frame). A
right-subscript has multiple interpretations:
" The foil index, for instance the angle of attack of foil i is notated aj.
* A particular reference point, i.e. VP, is the velocity of the foil midpoint, Pi, expressed
in the b-frame of reference.
" The new frame of reference for rotation matrices, i.e. XRf is the rotation of the f-frame
relative to the x-frame.
One final convention, with respect to rotating frames of reference, w211 corresponds to the




acf angle of attack of foil i [radians]
'q [x
T
y z / 0 0b the generalized position vector in the e-frame
brp, distance from origin of b-frame to foil midpoint P [m]
bR rotation matrix from x-frame to b-frame
T
v w p q r the generalized velocity vector in the b-frame
vC current velocity vector in b-frame
Vr relative velocity vector, i.e. v - v,
Wx/b angular velocity of the x-frame with respect to the b-frame [rad/sec]
#fi, Ofi foil i roll position [rad] and speed [rad/sec]
/rpi lag between roll and pitch phase for foil i [radians]
p fluid density [kg/m3]
a() sign of the operand
TRB vector of rigid body forces and moments
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1/ U
Of j, Of foil i pitch position [rad] and speed [rad/sec]
a length of foil from inner edge to outer edge [im]
Api pitch amplitude for foil i [radians]
Ani roll amplitude for foil i [radians]
b foil chord length [m]
bpi pitch bias for foil i [radians]
Cc coefficient of force in the chordal direction
CD coefficient of drag
CL coefficient of lift
CRB(v) rigid body Coriolis matrix
fi foil frequency (for both roll and pitch motion) for foil i [Hz]
J(rq) Jacobian matrix
MA added mass matrix
MRB rigid body mass matrix
p, q, r angular velocities [rad/s]
Pi foil midpoint
S surface area of foil in contact with the fluid [M2 ]
s inner span of the foil, from roll axis to inner edge [im]
t time [seconds]
U foil forward velocity in tow tank [im/s]
u, v, w linear velocities [m/s]
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Chapter 2
Non-linear Model of the Flapping Foil
AUV
2.1 Overview
The development of the non-linear model of the flapping foil AUV is based on an existing
six degree-of-freedom model by G.Campa [6]. The unique feature of the current model is
the force and moment production due to the heaving, pitching foil. The flapping foil model
is based on the geometry and sinusoidal motion of the foil, from which the velocity of the
midpoint of the foil (with respect to the water current) is calculated. From the velocity of
the foil midpoint, the foil force (with respect to the water current) can be calculated from
a square law. Coefficients of lift and drag are based on tow tank test data. Resolving the
forces back into the vehicle body reference frame, and repeating the same calculation for all
the foils gives the net propulsive force on the flapping foil AUV.
2.2 AUV Frames of Reference
The following vehicle frames of reference are used in developing the analytical model of the















Figure 2-1: Vehicle frames of reference for the flapping foil AUV
The earth (or inertial) reference frame (denoted the e-frame) is indicated by the xe, ye
and ze axes. The body frame (denoted the b-frame) is shown by the Xb, Yb and Zb axes, whose
origin is at the center of buoyancy. The Xb axis points forward along the length of the vehicle
and the Zb axis points directly down into the water, when stationary.
These vehicle frames of reference are used in the following section on the equations of
motion.
2.3 Equations of Motion
Newton's second law for underwater vehicles is expressed by
MRB> + CRB(V) V= TRB (2.1)
where
MRB is the mass matrix of the rigid body
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CRB(V) is the Coriolis matrix of the rigid body
V = u v w p q rJ is the generalized velocity vector in the b-frame, where u,v,
and w are linear velocities, and p,q, and r are angular velocities.
TRB is the vector of rigid body forces and moments
To relate the generalized velocity vector i/ in the body frame, to the generalized position
vector q in the inertial frame, we have the following [6]:
S= J(g)v (2.2)
where
=7r1 r[ 2 1 withrq1 X y zl andr 2 = [ T
and
J1 (772) 0Jor/ =JTh (2.3)
0 J2 (772)
In other words:
= J 1 (72 ) [ (2.4)
Lw
and
= J2 (7 2 ) q (2.5)
J1 (q2) can be calculated from 3 consecutive rotations of Euler angles: q about the xe
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axis, 6 about the ye axis, and 4' about the ze axis. This can be written as:
o 1 0 0 co 0 -so c-0 sV' 0 xe
Ybo 0 cO sO 0 1 0 j SO cO 0 Yj (2.6)
Zb 0 -S# CO s0 0 cO 0 0 1 Ze
where c = cos and s = sin. Since J1(72) calculates the velocities in the e-frame from the
velocities in the b-frame, we must invert the product of the 3 rotation matrices, which is
simply its transpose which gives [6, 4]:
s# sO c# - c# s7
s#OsOs# + cO cO'
sc cO
c# sOc0 + s#Os?]
cO sOs4 - sO cV)
cO c6
Equation (2.5) is called the kinematic differential equation and relates the angular veloc-
ities to the Euler angles. J2 (q2 ) can be calculated from J1(772 ) and is equal to [6, 4]:
1 sO to cOt1
J2 (2) = 0 c# -so
0 sO/c6 c#cO
where t = tan. Note the singularity at 0 of ±0/2. Thus, given
we can calculate the velocity in the e-frame from equation
equation (2.1) in more detail.
Re-writing the right hand side of equation (2.1) as the sum
(2.8)
the value of v in the b-frame,
(2.2). Thus we proceed with
of many different forces gives:
(2.9)TRB = TREST + TDAMP + TADD + TFK + TWAVE + TWIND + TEXT
where:
TREST is the restoring forces due to gravity and buoyancy




J1i(772) = cO s
-s0
(2.7)
TADD is the added forces due to motion through fluid = -MAIr - CA(v)vr where MA
is the added mass matrix and CA is the added Coriolis forces.
TFK is the Froude-Kriloff forces =MFKc
TWAVE is the forces due to wind-generated waves - can be neglected
TWIND is the forces due to wind acting on the body - can be neglected
TEXT is the forces due to external loads, i.e. the forces generated by the foil motion =
fn (vr, 6f, , Of, fq) where Of is a vector of foil pitch angles [rad], of is a vector of foil
roll angles [rad], Of is a vector of foil pitch speeds [rad/seci, and kf is a vector of foil
roll speeds [rad/sec].
Moving TFK and MAl)r to the left hand side and CRB(V)V to the right hand side and
neglecting TWAVE and TWIND gives:
MRBl> + MA r - MFK)c = -CRB(V) V - CA(1Vr) Vr + TREST - Dbody ( Vr) Vr + TEXT (2.10)
Assuming a neutrally buoyant, homogeneous mass distribution, which allows us to make
the simplification that MFK MRB and since Vr = v- v, , equation (2.10) becomes:
= Sc + [MRB + MA]- [TCOR(V, Vr) + TREST(r/)
- Dbody(Vr) Vr -+ TFOIL (Vr, Of, Of , ff, f (2.11)
Equations (2.10) and (2.11) are the fundamental equations which govern the non-linear
model of the flapping foil AUV [6], see Figure 2-1. The calculation of the forces and moments
due to the heaving, pitching foil, TFOIL (Vr, Of, 4 f , Of, 4 f) , will be discussed in detail in section
2.5.
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2.4 Foil Frames of Reference
The following foil frames of reference are used in developing the analytical model of the
flapping foil in section 2.5.
The x reference frame is indicated by the xx, yx and z, axes as shown in Figure 2-2. Its
origin is at the foil roll axis, with the y, axis co-incident with the span of the foil and the
xx axis pointing in the same direction as ib. This is achieved by translating the b-frame to
the position of the foil, and then rotating it by -#fi around the ib axis, where 4fi is the roll





Figure 2-2: Foil x-frame of reference
The foil reference frame (denoted the f-frame) is indicated by the xf, yf and zf axes as
shown in Figure 2-3. Its origin is at the foil roll axis, with the yf axis co-incident with the
span of the foil and the xf axis co-incident with the chord of the foil. This is achieved by
rotating the x frame by -Ofi around the y, axis, where Of is the roll angle of foil i.
The wind (or current) reference frame (denoted the w-frame) is indicated by the xw, Yw
and zw axes as shown in Figure 2-4. The w-frame is equivalent to the f-frame rotated by a,






































Figure 2-4: Foil w-frame of reference
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2.5 Analytical Model of the Flapping Foil
In the following section we develop an analytical model of the flapping foil, in order to
calculate the TFOIL (r , Of, Of, 6f, $f ) component in equation (2.11).
We start with the pitch and roll velocities (6f and f) of the foil with respect to the f-
and x-frames respectively. The velocity of the foil midpoint with respect to the b-frame is
determined in section 2.5.1. Then the velocity of the foil midpoint with respect to the ocean
current is determined in section 2.5.2. Thus, the relative velocity of the foil midpoint with
respect to the current is expressed in the f-frame (see Figure 2-3) from which the angle of
attack a can be calculated, see equation (2.19). Assuming we have values for CD, Cc and
CL, we can calculate the foil force with respect to the ocean current (in the w-frame) in
section 2.5.3. Finally this force is rotated back into the b-frame in section 2.5.4.
For a standard airfoil, one usually has pre-determined CD and CL curves, or can determine
them from wind tunnel data. Since our foil undergoes unsteady motion, we use empirically
derived coefficients, based on tow tank measurements of forces and moments, as well as the
recorded foil pitch and roll positions.
2.5.1 Velocity of P with respect to b-frame
In order to calculate the velocity of the midpoint of the foil in the body frame, we start in
the f-frame, and work backwards into the b-frame via an intermediate frame of reference,
the x-frame (see section 2.2 for more details on the frames of references). The relationship
between the f-frame and the x-frame is shown in Figure 2-3 and the relationship between
the x-frame and the b-frame is shown in Figure 2-2.
When calculating the linear velocity relative to frame 1 (V) as a function of angular
velocity of frame 2 relative to frame 1 (w21 1) and the linear velocity observed in frame 2
( 2 V), the following equation holds:
V = 1V0 2 + 1R 2 (2 V + w211 x 2r) (2.12)
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The expression in the parentheses is the sum of the velocity observed in the rotating frame
(2V) and the velocity due to the rotation of the rotating frame (w2/ 1 X 2r) [4, sec 2.6 & 2.7].
The result must be rotated back into frame 1 via the rotation matrix (1R 2). Also the velocity
of the origin of frame 2, with respect to frame 1 (Vo2) must be included if it is non-zero.
Thus we will calculate the velocity of the foil midpoint with respect to the x-frame (xVp).
Refering to equation (2.12), frame 1 is the x-frame and frame 2 is the f-frame. I.e.
xVp, = xVof + xRf (f Vp + wfIx x frp,) (2.13)
where:
xVof is the velocity of the origin of the f-frame expressed in the x-frame which is zero
in our problem.
XRf is the rotation matrix from the f-frame to the x-frame. Since the quantity in
parentheses will be expressed in the f-frame, we need to rotate it to be expressed in
the x-frame.
fVp, is the velocity of the foil midpoint, P, relative to the f-frame (expressed in the
f-frame) which is zero in our problem.
Wf/x is the angular velocity of the f-frame with respect to the x-frame which in our
problem is [0 0] where Of is the pitch speed of the individual foil.
frp, is the position of the foil midpoint expressed in the f-frame which is equal to
-b/2 s + a/2 z] . Where b.is the chord length of the foil, s is the inner span of
the foil, from roll axis to inner edge, a is the length of the foil from inner edge to outer
edge, and z is the distance from the vehicle center of mass.
Given xVp from equation (2.13) we can now calculate the velocity of the foil midpoint
with respect to the b-frame from equation (2.12), where frame 1 is the b-frame and frame 2
is the x-frame. I.e.
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bV, =Vo. + b R.(xVp, + Wxb x xrp,) (2.14)
where:
bV0 is the velocity of origin of the x-frame expressed in the b-frame which is zero in
our problem.
bRx is the rotation matrix from the x-frame to the b-frame. Since the quantity in
parentheses will be expressed in the the x-frame, we need to rotate it to be expressed
in the b-frame.
xVp, is the velocity of the foil midpoint, P, relative to the x-frame, see equation (2.13).
Wx/b is the angular velocity of the x-frame with respect to the b-frame which in our
problem is [ki 0 0] where Of is the roll speed of the individual foil.
Xrp, is the position of the foil midpoint expressed in the x-frame which is equal to
xR [-b/2 a Ts + a/2 z].
Substituting equation (2.13) (with xVof = 0 and fVpi = 0) into equation (2.14), the
resulting expression for bVi is:









z 11+ 0jL0 J x xRf S-+ b/2a/2z (2.16)
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2.5.2 Velocity of P with respect to current, c
We needed the expression for 6Vp, given in equations (2.15) and (2.16) in order to calculate
the velocity of the foil midpoint with respect to the ocean current. This will allow us to
calculate the angle of attack of the current relative to the foil which is usually required for
hydrodynamic lift and drag calculations. The equation is, again, similar to equations (2.13)




bVo/c is the velocity of the origin of the b-frame with respect to the current expressed
in the b-frame, i.e. the linear components of v, = v - vc.
bVP is the velocity of the foil midpoint with respect to the b-frame, see equation (2.15).
bWb/c is the angular velocity of the b-frame with respect to the current expressed in the
b-frame, i.e. the angular components of v, = v - v,.
brp, is the position of the foil midpoint expressed in the b-frame which is equal to:
brof + bRffrp,, since the origin of the f-frame is offset by brof from the origin of the
b-frame, see Figure 2-2.
In order to calculate the angle of attack, aYfi, of the current relative to the body of the
foil, we need to rotate bVp/c from the body frame (b-frame) back to the foil fixed frame
(f-frame) giving equation (2.18).
f = f Rbbv P/c (2.18)
From the velocity of the foil midpoint relative to the current, c, we can calculate the
angle of attack (relative to the f-frame), assuming that the component along the length of
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the foil (yf-direction) is negligible, see equation (2.19) [6]. This is needed in the following
section to calculate the coefficients of lift and drag.
fVp ./.(3))
afi = tan fV. (1) (2.19)
2.5.3 Foil force in the w-frame
If the AUV had fixed foils, we would be able to find the coefficients of lift (CL), chordal force
(Cc) and drag (CD) as a function of angle of attack, a, for a standard airfoil in the literature
[2]. However, since the flapping foil AUV will move the foils in a heaving, pitching motion,
there is no simple correlation between CD, Cc or CL and a. Therefore, we use curves for
CD, Cc and CL as a function of a which are derived from tow tank test data, see section
2.5.5.
For the time being, assuming we are given the coefficients of lift, chordal force and drag,
the force induced by the foil in the w-frame can be calculated from [6]:
CD
WFf = 2pS fVPi/C<c Pi/C (2.20)
_CL_
where:
p is the density of the fluid.
S is the surface area of the foil in contact with the fluid.
CD is the coefficient of drag.
Cc is the coefficient of force in the chordal direction.
CL is the coefficient of lift.
fVpl/c is the velocity of the foil midpoint with respect to the ocean current, see equation
(2.18).
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2.5.4 Foil force in f- and b-frames
Equation 2.20 is expressed in the w-frame, the frame of reference which is aligned with the
fluid flow (wind) relative to the foil itself (see Figure 2-4). We must now rotate wFf back
into the b-frame in order to evaluate equation (2.11). Therefore we need the transformation
matrix:
cos afi 0 - sin afi
fRw 0 1 0 (2.21)
sin afi 0 cos afi
Then we also need the transformation between the f-frame and the b-frame, bRf. Thus,
transforming WFf into the b-frame we get:
bFf = b Rff RwwFf (2.22)
And the moments which result:
bMpib bp x bF (2.23)
And the TFOIL component of equation (2.11) is simply the forces and moments shown in
equations (2.22) and (2.23) respectively, i.e.:
TFOIL (Vrf,OfOf) (2.24)
which is the final piece required to evaluate the flapping foil AUV governing equation
(2.11). This completes the derivation of the analytical model of the flapping foil. Discussion
of the coefficients CD, Cc and CL will follow in section 2.5.5.
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2.5.5 CD, Cc and CL Coefficients
We assume the roll and pitch motion of the foil are described by sinusoids, and define the
parameters, as follows:
= Ai sin(27rfit + V)ri)
Ofi = A sin(27rfit + ',i) + bpi
(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)O-rpi = ?kri -?~
Where:
t is the time [seconds]
fi is the foil frequency (for both roll and pitch motion) for foil i [Hz]
ofi is the roll angle for foil i [radians]
An is the roll amplitude for foil i [radians]
Ori is the roll phase for foil i [radians]
Ofi is the pitch angle for foil i [radians]
A is the pitch amplitude for foil i [radians]
O is the pitch phase for foil i [radians]
b is the pitch bias for foil i [radians]
0,pi is the lag between roll and pitch phase for foil i [radians]
Tow tank test data was generated for various sinusoidal roll and pitch profiles and we
derive expressions for the coefficients: CD, Cc and CL which depend on:
9 Angle of attack (a).
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* The sign of a and & (-(a) and -(&))
* Forward speed (U)
" Phase difference between roll and pitch position (,rp)
* Pitch bias (bp)
" Pitch amplitude (Ap)
Therefore, the values of CD, Cc and CL can be substituted into (2.20) which completes
the analytical model of the flapping foil.
2.6 Summary
In summary, a 6 degree-of-freedom analytical model of the AUV is developed, see equation
(2.11). A model of the instantaneous foil forces is derived to evaluate the external forces on
the AUV. Using conventional hydrodynamics, the angle of attack, a, of the flow relative to
the motion of the foil, is calculated. Then a and other foil motion parameters are used to
determine the coefficient of drag, CD, coefficient of chordal force, Cc, and coefficient of lift,
CL. These coefficients are used to calculate the forces and moments due to the flapping foil.
Thus, we can fully evaluate the equations of motion of the AUV in order to simulate the




Open Loop Testing of the AUV Model
3.1 Overview
Our first step in determining a controller is the development of an open loop control strategy
where the inputs are the commanded signals, 77d and rid, and the output of the open loop
controller is the determination of the foil motion, #i and 9i for each foil. A schematic of this
strategy is shown in figure 3-1.
The second step of the control development is the construction of a closed loop controller
which is the focus of chapter 4.
The details of the dynamic inversion, the foil force solver, the foil stroke solver, and the
real-time foil parameter determation blocks are discussed in sections 3.2, 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.4
respectively.
The overall open loop controller which is made up of the four building blocks mentioned
above, is validated for two test transients:
1. Id = [0 0 0 0 d 0]T where 0 d is a square wave represented by the following equation:
{ 30 , if t E [0,T/2]+kT
-30*, if t E [T/2, T + kT
where k = [0,1,2] and T = 5 seconds.
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2. T d = [0 0 0 0 0 /,d ]T where 4 d is a square wave represented by the following equation:
Od 3600, if t E [0, T/2]
-360, if t E [T/2, T]
where T = 30seconds.
The results are shown in section 3.5.
Open Loop Controller
:[F Ipi
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The first step in the determination of the open loop controller is to estimate the overall
force-moment vector, [P A [] T, that the vehicle should be subjected to in order to generate
a desired vehicle position and orientation qd. This is the focus of this section.
Our starting point is equation (2.11) which is rewritten as:
TFOIL (Vr, Of,, Of f) = [MRB + MAI (i - c
- TCOR(v, ir) - TREST(7) + Dbody(vr)Vr (3.1)
We note that z> is defined as:
( = - + J(m2)i (3.2)
Defining i = - q, command following is accomplished if i satisfies the equation [10,
sec 6.1]
+ 2AIn + A2 Ii = 0 (3.3)
where A > 0. Since the system is open loop, the position and velocity feedback is zero, and
equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) imply that the force-moment vector is estimated as:
F [
ioi - = [MRB + MA]J(?ji + 2AIrjd+ A I77d) (3.4)
LM
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3.3 Foil Synthesis Method
Given the estimated force-moment vector [F I[] (see figure 3-3), the next step is to evaluate
the parameters of the foil motion which generate this vector. This is the focus of the current
section. When the average lift force for a single foil is plotted against the average thrust














Figure 3-2: Quadrant definition for mean lift vs mean thrust tow tank data
Furthermore, there is a correlation between the frequency of oscillation and the magnitude
of the average force, and a correlation between the pitch bias and the angle of the average
force, see Equations (3.5) and (3.6) [8]:
bFf Ig =(fi)
ZbFY = 2 * bp
(3.5)
(3.6)
where g(fi) is a monotonically increasing function of the frequency of foil oscillation, fi.
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desired [f K(] . The "foil synthesis" method of determining foil frequencies and pitch biases
to provide a resultant force and moment vector is separated into two parts, the foil force





Y. -0.4 - -
-o -
Figure 3-3: Flapping foil AUV model with [F M]T, the required net force-moment vector
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3.3.1 Foil Force Solver
In the case of our flapping foil AUV, with eight foils, each foil will contribute a net force and
moment on the vehicle, the sum of which should result in the required net force and moment.
Each foil's force and moment vector will correspond to a given fi, bi, and rpi. To determine
the required ith foil force components in their individual co-ordinate basis directions, ni,i
and n 2,i the system can be inverted, as follows [7]:
bii b 2 , 1 1 . [ bl,N b2,N 11 F (37)
ri x bij r1 x b2 ,1J rN x bl,N rN x b2,N M
B -
=U1E,1V (3.8)
ri= V1 3Ir1UiT F (3.9)%V M2Nx6 known matrix
Where:
* N = number of foils
* B = 6x2N known matrix of rank 2N.
* [ N, = 6x1 desired force-moment vector
* n = [n, 1 n 2 , 1 - n,N n2,N = 2Nx1 solution of component foil forces (see figure
3-4)
The following section determines the foil parameters (fi, bpi and 4,pi) as a function of
the component foil forces (nii and n 2 ,i).
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Figure 3-4: Flapping foil AUV model with [F I]T, the required net force-moment vector
and each foil's component forces nij, and n2,i
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3.3.2 Foil Stroke Solver
Given the components of n, for a given foil, ni,i and n2,i, which represent the required average
foil thrust and lift forces, respectively, we can calculate fi, bpi and ?,pi for each foil [7].
The equations for bpi and Opi can be derived from equations (3.5) and (3.6), where n~i,
is the thrust component and n 2,i is the lift component, as
bpi = 0.5 * atan( n2') (3.10)
n',i
?irpi = 7r/2, if ni, ;> 0 or (3.11)
37r/2 otherwise.
Table 3.1 shows the results of some example bp and Op calculations.
ni,i n 2,i bpi = /)rpi
atan ( n)__
1 1 7r/8 7r/2
1 -1 -__/8 ir/2
-1 -1 r/8 31r/2
-1 1 -r/8 37r/2
Table 3.1: Example bp and .,, calculations
We now describe the method for calculating the foil frequency, fi which is more difficult
than determining bpi and ,rpi. In reference [8] it is shown that the magnitude of the average
foil force in the X-Y plane is proportional to the frequency of the foil oscillation (see Equation
(3.5)). The function g(fi) is again determined from tow tank test data. In fact, g is a surface
defined by: IbFf I = g(fi, bp). Since we need to calculate fi as a function of 6Ff I and bp, we
perform a table lookup by inverting the previous equation to get:
= gI(bF , bp) (3.12)
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3.3.3 Validation
Now for a given desired [ft Jr] we want to calculate the foil parameters for each of
the eight foils, and then determine how the average foil forces and moments [bF bMf T
compare to the desired forces and moments. The resulting foil parameters, fi, b, and Irpi
are calculated using equations (3.7) through (3.12).
Suppose the required force and moment vector is equivalent to a positive pitching mo-
ment, i.e. l = [0 0 0 0 50 0 , the resulting fi, bp and 'Ipi are shown in table
3.2.
Foil fi bpi ,rpi
1 0.96 0.00 7r/2
2 1.37 0.79 fr/2
3 1.23 0.00 37r/2
4 1.47 0.79 3r/2
5 0.96 0.00 7r/2
6 1.37 -0.79 7r/2
7 1.23 0.00 37r/2
8 1.47 -0.79 31r/2
Table 3.2: Calculated fi, bpi and krpi as a function of [F K]T = [0 0 0 0 50 0 ]T
Using the instantaneous foil model (equations (2.20) and (2.22)) we can calculate the
resulting average [bF i 'M T for each of the eight foils and compare to the ideal forces
(based on the foil synthesis calculations). The results are presented in tables 3.3 and 3.4.
We note first that all the component forces and moments due to each individual foil have
the correct sign. We also note that there is some error between the ideal forces and moments
and the calculated model forces and moments, which results in a net force in the X- and
Z-directions. This is due to inaccuracies in the foil model, and the differences between the
model forces for a foil with ?Pp = ?r/2 and a foil with Vp = 37r/2. If the model were
symmetrical, then we would expect to get a better open loop response.
Furthermore, the calculated foil frequencies are limited to 1.5Hz since the function g' in
equation 3.12 is limited to 1.5Hz. Therefore, one reason the model cannot meet the required
pitching moment is due to the fact that the foil frequencies are all at, or very close to, 1.5Hz.
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Foil Calculated Model Ideal Forces
Forces
Fx Fy Fz Fx Fy Fz
1 7.1 0.2 0.2 13.6 0.0 0.0
2 0.8 0.6 -9.4 0.0 0.0 -19.4
3 -9.7 -0.2 2.0 -13.6 0.0 0.0
4 1.0 -2.8 -10.7 0.0 0.0 -19.4
5 7.1 0.3 0.2 13.6 0.0 0.0
6 0.9 0.6 9.5 0.0 0.0 19.4
7 -9.6 -0.4 2.0 -13.6 0.0 0.0
8 0.8 -2.7 10.3 0.0 0.0 19.4
Sum -1.5 -4.4 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Table 3.3: Comparison of calculated average model forces and ideal forces (based on foil
synthesis) for [P M]T = [0 0 0 0 50 0 ]T
Alternatively, if the vehicle is commanded with the opposite (negative) pitching moment,
i.e. [P r]T = [0 0 0 0 -50 0 T, the resulting fi, bpi and VPrpi are shown in table
3.5. We note that the krnp are opposite to those in table 3.2, which makes sense since we're
executing the opposite maneuver. In addition the frequencies and pitch biases calculated for
foils 1 and 2 in the first case are identical to those calculated for foils 3 and 4 in the second
case. However, the resultant forces and moments are not exactly symmetrical, which results
in an imperfect open loop response.
The comparison between the calculated model foil forces and the ideal forces are shown
in tables 3.6 and 3.7. There is still undesired non-zero net forces in the Z- direction and
these are again due to a mismatch in foil forces because of modeling inaccuracies. We also
note that the net negative pitching moment is lower than the net positive pitching moment
in table 3.7 and this is a result of the modeling differences between the foils with ?Pp = 37r/2
and foils with Prp = 7r/2.
Therefore, although there are still some modeling inaccuracies, on an average basis, the
model of the forces and moments produced by the eight individual foils matches the required
ideal forces, determined by the foil synthesis method. Thus the foil synthesis approach can
be used for open loop testing of the full non-linear model of the flapping foil AUV.
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Foil Calculated Model Ideal Moments
Moments
Mx My Mz Mx My Mz
1 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 4.1 0.0
2 2.9 3.8 0.5 5.9 8.4 0.0
3 0.1 1.9 0.0 0.0 4.1 0.0
4 -3.3 4.2 -1.6 -5.9 8.4 0.0
5 0.0 2.1 -0.2 0.0 4.1 0.0
6 -2.9 4.3 0.0 -5.9 8.4 0.0
7 -0.1 3.6 0.2 0.0 4.1 0.0
8 3.1 4.8 0.9 5.9 8.4 0.0
Sum -0.2 26.8 -0.2 0.0 50.0 0.0
Table 3.4: Comparison of
foil synthesis) for [P M]T
calculated average
= [0 0 0 0 50 0 ]T
model moments and ideal moments (based on
Foil fi bpi ?)rpi
1 1.23 0.00 31r/2
2 1.47 0.79 37r/2
3 0.96 0.00 7r/2
4 1.37 0.79 7r/2
5 1.23 0.00 37r/2
6 1.47 -0.79 37r/2
7 0.96 0.00 7r/2
8 1.37 -0.79 7r/2
Table 3.5: Calculated fi, bpi and Opi as a function of [F M]T = [0 0 0 0 -50 0]T
Foil Calculated Model Ideal Forces
Forces
Fx Fy Fz Fx Fy Fz
1 -9.7 0.4 -1.9 -13.6 0.0 0.0
2 1.0 2.8 10.7 0.0 0.0 19.4
3 7.0 -0.1 -0.2 13.6 0.0 0.0
4 0.9 -0.6 9.5 0.0 0.0 19.4
5 -9.7 0.4 -1.8 -13.6 0.0 0.0
6 1.0 2.8 -10.6 0.0 0.0 -19.4
7 7.0 -0.2 -0.2 13.6 0.0 0.0
8 0.9 -0.6 -9.9 0.0 0.0 -19.4
Sum -1.7 5.1 -4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Comparison of
for [F Al]T = [0
calculated average model forces and
0 0 0 -50 0 ]T




Foil Calculated Model Ideal Moments
Moments
Mx My Mz Mx My Mz
1 -0.1 -1.9 0.2 0.0 -4.1 0.0
2 -3.3 -4.2 1.6 -5.9 -8.4 0.0
3 0.0 -1.9 0.0 0.0 -4.1 0.0
4 2.9 -3.9 -0.5 5.9 -8.4 0.0
5 0.0 -3.6 -0.2 0.0 -4.1 0.0
6 3.3 -5.0 -0.9 5.9 -8.4 0.0
7 0.0 -2.1 0.1 0.0 -4.1 0.0
8 -3.0 -4.5 0.0 -5.9 -8.4 0.0
Sum -0.2 -27.1 0.3 0.0 -50.0 0.0
Table 3.7: Comparison of calculated average model moments and ideal moments (based on
foil synthesis) for [P KI]T = [0 0 0 0 -50 0 ]T
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3.4 Real Time Update of Foil Parameters
The foil synthesis method outlined in section 3.3 determines the foil parameters, fi, bpi and
Vbrpi as a function of the desired force-moment vector [P . The foil motion needs to be
updated smoothly in real-time so we need a method to update fi, b, and Vkp online, which
is discussed in sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, respectively.
3.4.1 Foil Frequency
The foil pitch and roll frequency can be updated using the frequency modulation technique
given in [1]. The equations are repeated below for completeness. The instantaneous foil
frequency, fi(t), determined from equation (3.12), is defined as the time derivative of the
instantaneous phase of the foil sinusoidal motion.
1 afi(t) = 27r (t) (3.13)
where the instantaneous phase of the foil sinusoidal motion, #i(t), appears in the expression
for the foil motion, ui(t).
uj(t) = sin(#i(t) + Oi(t)) (3.14)
where Oi(t) is the phase offset. Substituting into equation (3.14) for #i(t) by re-arranging
equation (3.13), we get
ui(t) = sin 27r (f fi(s)ds) + (t)] (3.15)
which, rewriting in discrete time form, with a sample time of T, gives:




fi[k] = - fi(s)ds (3.17)
(k -1) T,
Therefore, the discrete-time expression for the instantaneous phase of the foil motion is
given by
n-1
Oi [n] = 27r E i[k] + 27rfi [n] (3.18)
k=-oo
= Oi[n - 1] + 2,7rfi[n] (3.19)
and thus, the discrete time representation of the foil motion [1], is
u[n] = sin[i[n] + bi[n]] (3.20)
Therefore, the foil frequency is updated in recursive fashion, at each time step, based on
the calculated frequency and the time step, while maintaining a sinusoidal profile. Since the
instantaneous foil model depends on sinusoidal pitch motion, we must also update bpi and
Vkrpi in real-time as well, see sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, respectively.
3.4.2 Foil bs
The instantaneous foil model depends on a sinusoidal roll and pitch profile with known
amplitude and bias, because this is the form of the tow tank data from which CD, Cc and
CL are derived. Therefore, we cannot simply update the foil pitch profile with a new bias,
bpi, and have the actuator follow that command, because the model may not be accurate.
Therefore, we develop the following algorithm to transition between the old and new values
of bpi.
Given an initial pitch profile, 61(t) shown in figure 3-5, and a desired final pitch profile,
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02 (t), the only difference being the bias, we transition between the two while the phase is
decreasing, if bp(6 2 ) < b,(61) or while the phase is increasing, if bp(0 2 ) > bp(0 1), as shown
in figure 3-6. Therefore, there may be as much as a one period delay before the pitch bias













































Since the instantaneous foil model lookup tables for CD, C and CL are only valid for Op
of 7r/2 or 37r/2, we cannot instantly apply a change in 4 ',p and have the actuator follow this
command, because the model is not defined for intermediate values of Vp. Therefore, we
need to determine when to transition from ,brpi = 7r/2 to 4 ,pi = 37r/2 and vice versa.
Figure 3-7 shows that for the case when the pitch position 0(t) = 01(t) initially leads the
roll position, with ,pi = *r/2, if we want to transition to 02 (t) with ?rpi = 37r/2 we do so
only when the two profiles 01(t) and 02 (t) intersect (at point A in this case).
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t [sec]
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3.5 Open Loop Transients for Full Non Linear AUV
Model
The open loop controller specified in figure 3-1 and described in sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 is
now evaluated using a square wave pitch and yaw command.
In order to stabilize the simulation in the roll-direction, we had to move the center of
gravity below the center of buoyancy, which is common in many underwater applications.
Also, the phase offset for each foil is initialized to a random number in the range [0, 27r]-to
avoid the excitation of body mode vibrations.
Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show the open loop response to a 7d = [0 0 0 0 0 d 0 1 T where 6 d is a
square wave represented by the following equation:
30 , if t E [0, T/2] + kT
-300, if t E [T/2, T] + kT
where k = [0,1,2] and T = 5 seconds. We note that there is some drift in the Y- and Z-
direction. Furthermore there is drift in the yaw rotation. Despite these errors, the vehicle
pitches up and down as commanded.
Figures 3-10 and 3-11 show the open loop response to nd = [0 0 0 0 0 Q] where Vd is a
square wave represented by the following equation:
t 3600, if t E [0, T/2]
-360(, if t E [T/2, T]
where T = 30seconds. We note that the yaw response follows the command, although there
is an error in the Z-direction.
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Figure 3-8: Open loop response to series of t30' pitch commands: X, Y and Z position
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Figure 3-10: Open loop response to yaw commands of ±3600: X, Y and Z position
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Figure 3-11: Open loop response to yaw commands of ±360': q, 6 and rotation
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Chapter 4
Closed Loop Control Law And Testing
of the Flapping Foil AUV Model
4.1 Overview
In chapter 3 we tested the open loop response of the flapping foil AUV model using the
architecture described in figure 3-1, the results of which were shown in figures 3-8 through
3-11. There was significant tracking error which can be remedied by closing the loop. We
therefore replace the dynamic inversion block in figure 3-1 with a feedback linearization
algorithm, and close the loop, to result in the closed loop architecture shown in figure 4-1.
Closed Loop Controller
F n . fi, pi,
Feedback AM Fq oc j* ~ rpi Real-Time Foil














Figure 4-1: Closed Loop Schematic
/7
4.2 Feedback Linearization
As in section 3.2, we note that the overall goal of the controller is to ensure that 7 -+ rd for
any desired r/(t), i.e. the goal is to choose ffj such that
,q + 2AI- + A 21/ = 0 (4.1)
where 'q = r/d - r7 [10, sec 6.1].
To achieve this, noting that rfoil is given by equation (3.1) and i> is defined by equation
(3.2), we choose Tfopi as
Tfoil = [MRB ± MA] (Jd 2 2AJ?+A j)
- TCOR(1, li) - TREST (q) + Dbody (Vr)Vr (4.2)
Equations (3.1) and (4.2) guarantee that i/ satisfies equation (4.1) with zero modeling
errors, and therefore command following is ensured.
In the next section we determine an appropriate value for A.
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4.3 Select Value of A
In order to determine an appropriate value for A, we perform a quick study of the performance
of the system to a step input. The results are shown below. The value of A affects how
quickly the system responds to a step pitch input, and also how large the error in the other
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Figure 4-2: Effect of A on +300 pitch command: X, Y, and Z position
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Figure 4-3: Effect of A on +30' pitch command: #, 0 and 0 rotation
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4.4 Closed Loop Transients for Full Non Linear Flap-
ping Foil AUV Model
In section 3.5 we showed the results of two different simulations on the open loop model.
Next we show the results of the same two simulations using the feedback linearization closed
loop control developed in section 4.2. The results are shown separately and compared to
the open loop simulations. We note that for the ±30' pitch commands shown in figures 4-4
through 4-7, the vehicle tracks the pitch commands well (in comparison to the open loop
control) and furthermore, does not suffer from the erroneous drift that is so noticeable in
the open loop response (Y, Z, and 0 directions).
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Figure 4-5: Comparison of open and closed
loop response to series of t30' pitch com-
mands: X, Y and Z position
Figures 4-8 through 4-11 show the closed loop response, and a comparison of closed and
open loop response to the ±3600 yaw transient. Again, the closed loop system response
is improved as expected. The conclusion from these two simulations, however, is that the
performance of the closed loop system is still not accurate enough. Further work will be
necessary to understand the persistent wobble in many of the co-ordinate directions, and to
control it with an improved instantaneous controller, rather than using the average-based
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Figure 4-8: Closed loop response to yaw com- Figure 4-9: Comparison of open and closed
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A six degree-of-freedom model of a flapping foil AUV has been successfully built including a
model of the instantaneous foil forces and moments. The instantaneous foil model required
curves of CD, Cc and CL vs a, Ap, bp, O'rp and -(&), based on tow tank test data. This
model is valid for sinusoidal heaving and pitching foil motion, within a given range of foil
parameters. For a more generic model, additional testing would be required. The flapping foil
model based on steady hydrodynamics does not take into account vortices. Current studies
of fishes swimming in a tow tank attempt to determine how fish swim so efficiently. This
may result in improved models of flapping foils which are based on unsteady hydrodynamics
to better match tow tank data [13]. It is necessary to compare the current instantaneous
foil model with the results of the vortex analysis to determine how to. construct a more
sophisticated model of a flapping foil in the future.
The results of the open loop testing appear reasonable, however, the real test will be to
validate these results against data from a flapping foil AUV test in a tow tank to ensure that
the model matches the real AUV system response. Also, although the feedback linearisation
closed loop algorithm improved the tracking control, it needs to be further evaluated to
ensure it rejects disturbances, such as an ocean current. And significant works remains to
reduce the persistent wobble visible in the closed loop response, which is excited by the
motion of all foils simultaneously. Although the results don't yet look good enough to repair
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oil rigs with sufficient accuracy, accurate modeling of the problem is required to improve the
control laws, so we have made a step in the right direction.
Since the foil motion is a sinusoid, we would also like to further develop the foil motion
as a stable limit cycle, with the inherent noise rejection properties, and develop an adaptive
algorithm to emulate the swimming of a real turtle. The adaptive algorithm would be
combined with the tracking controller to form the brain of the AUV, and we would expect





1 function s=fitCoefDvsAlpha(d,vec , varargin)
2 % s=fitCoefDvsAlphar (d vecvarargin )
3 %
4 % Function to fit CoefDcalc (drag coefficient ) vs alpha (angle of attack)
5 % using spline function: spap2
6 %
7 NumberSegments = 10;
8 % Order 2; ( ina )
9 %-4
10 % Fits to TineNormalize inLervals:
11 %0 o .2 s
12 %0.13 - 0.7 see -
13 0 S 1.0 sec
14 %
15 % Output:
16 % s - struct with the following fields
17 %
18 % coefD
19 % .af-pos-ine -- I alpha; coefD] for positive & in creasing AoA
20 % . a-)os- d.e c - alpha;c oefD for positive & decreasing AoA
21 % . af.neg-ine - [alpha;coefD] for negative & increasing AoA
22 % .af_.u egdec alpha ; coefD for negative & decreasing AoA
23
24 %
25 %- Set tip options and default parameters
26 %
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error ( ' Inv ali( -parameter / val tie -pair -arguments )
end
paramlist = varargin;
optionsnames = lower (fieldnames (options));
for i =1:2: length (paramlist)
pname = paramlist{i };
pvalue = paramlist{i+1};
ind = strmatch(lower(pname) ,optionsnames);
if isernpty(ind)
error ([ 'Invalid ...para.neter : ' pname . '])
elseif length(ind) > 1







81 options . NumberSegments.1 = pvalue;
82 else










93 options . NumberSegments.2 = pvalue;
94 else




99 options.Order-2 = pvalue;
100 else




105. options . NumberSegments.3 = pvalue;
106 else




111 options. Order_3 = pvalue;
112 else




117 options . coefDmin = pvalue;
118 else




123 options . coefDmax = pvalue;
124 else
125 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname));
126 end
127 case 'unwrap
128 if isstr (pvalue)
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129 if strempi(pvalue , 'no')
130 options.unwrap = 0;
131 elseif strcmpi(pvalue ,yes')
132 options.unwrap = 1;
133 else




138 options.unwrap = 0;
139 elseif pvalue==1
140 options.unwrap = 1;
141 else
142 error (sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
143 end
144 else
145 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname)*)
146 end
147 case 'rewrap'
148 if isstr (pvalue)
149 if strcmpi( pvalue , 'no')
150 options.rewrap = 0;
151 elseif strcmpi(pvalue , 'yes ')
152 options.rewrap = 1;
153 else
154 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname));
155 end
156 elseif isnumeric(pvalue)
157 i f pvalue==0
158 options.rewrap = 0;
159 elseif pvalue==1
160 options.rewrap = 1;
161 else
162 error(sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
163 end
164 else
165 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
166 end
167 case ' title
168 if iscellstr (pvalue)
169 options. title = pvalue;
170 elseif ischar(pvalue)
171 options.title = cellstr(pvalue);
172 else




177 options.t1min = pvalue;
178 else























































































if strcmpi(pvalue , 'no') I strcmpi (pvalue , off')
options . crop_-Iand_3 = off
elseif strcmpi(pvalue , 'in')
options. crop_1-and..3 = 'in';
e lse if strcmpi (pvalue , 'out ')
options. crop-1-and_3 = 'out';
else
error (sprintf (msgInvalidPair , pname));
else




if strcmpi(pvalue , 'no')
options. correctPitchBias = 0;
e l s e i f strcmpi (pvalue , 'yes ')
options . correctPitchBias = 1;
231 else




236 options. correctPitchBias = 0;
237 elseif pvalue==1
238 options. correctPitchBias = 1;
239 else
240 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
241 end
242 else
243 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
244 end
245 case 'plot
246 if isstr (pvalue)
247 if strcmpi (pvalue , 'no')
248 options. plot = 0;
249 e ls e i f strcmpi (pvalue , 'yes')
250 options. plot = 1;
251 else




256 options.plot = 0;
257 elseif pvalue==1
258 options.plot = 1;
259 else
260 error (sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
261 end
262 else
263 error (sprintf (msglnvalidPair ,pname));
264 end
265 case ' newplot
266 if isstr (pvalue)
267 i f strcmpi (pvalue , 'no')
268 options. newplot = 0;
269 eIs e i f strcmpi (pvalue , ' yes')
270 options . newplot = 1;
271 else




276 options.newplot = 0;
277 elseif pvalue==1
278 options . newplot = 1;
279 else




283 error (sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
284 end
285 case 'timesliceplot
286 if isstr (pvalue)
287 if strcmpi(pvalue , 'no')
288 options . TimeSlicePlot = 0;
289 elseif strcmpi(pvalue , 'yes')
290 options. TimeSlicePlot = 1;
291 else
292 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname));
293 end
294 elseif isnumeric(pvalue)
295 i f pvalue==0
296 options. TimeSlicePlot = 0;
297 elseif pvalue==1
298 options. TimeSlicePlot = 1;
299 else
300 error (sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname));
301 end
302 else
303 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
304 end
305 case 'minl..equal.min..3
306 if isstr (pvalue)
307 i f strcmpi (pvalue , 'no')
308 options. min..1equal.min-3 = 0;
309 elseif strcmpi (pvalue , 'yes ')










320 error(sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname));
321 end
322 e.l s e
323 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname));
324 end
325 case ' min-3.threshold
326 if isnumeric(pvalue)
327 options . min-3...threshold = pvalue;
328 else
329 error (sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
330 end
331 case 'checkaf-fields
332 if isstr (pvalue)
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333 if strcmpi(pvalue , 'no')
334 options. check-af.fields = 0;
335 e ls e i f strcmpi (pvalue , 'yes ')
336 options. check-af.fields = 1;
337 else
338 error (sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname));
339 end
340 elseif isnumeric(pvalue)
341 i f pvalue==O
342 options. check..af-fields = 0;
343 elseif pvalue==1
344 options. check..af..fields = 1;
345 else
346 error ( sprintf (msglnvalidPair ,pname));
347 end
348 else
349 error (sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname));
350 end
351 case ' curvefitlinestyle
352 if isstr (pvalue)
353 if strcmpi (pvalue , 'none')
354 options. curveFitLineStyle = -none';
355 e ls e i f strcmpi (pvalue , '-')
356 options. curveFitLineStyle =
357 e lse i f strcmpi (pvalue , ': ')
358 options . curveFitLineStyle =
359 elseif strcmpi(pvalue, '-.')
360 options. curveFitLineStyle =
361 elseif strcmpi(pvalue , '--)
362 options. curveFitLineStyle =
363 else
364 error ( s printf (msgInvalidPair , pname))
365 end
366 else
367 error ( sprintf (msgInvalidPair ,pname))
368 end
369 case ' curve fitlinewidth
370 if isnumeric(pvalue)
371 options . curveFitLineWidth = pvalue;
372 else








381 - END INPUT OPThONS PROCESSING-
382





















































% correct for PitchfBias i.f switch.











afData = [d(vec) . af-correctedI;
else
I do not correct for PitchBias
afData = [d(vec). af1;
end
if (options . unwrap)
% unwrap alpha data so that don t have any sharp jumps which am
% trying to approxiniate
for i=1:length (vec)
j=vec(i);
% correct for PitchBias if switch is set
if (options . correctPitchBias)
if (invertPitchBias)
d(j) .af.unwrapped=unwrap(d(j) af+d(j) . PitchBias);
else
d(j) .aLunwrapped=unwrap(d(j) .af-d(j) .PitchBias);
enud
else
%0 do not correct for PitchBias
d (j ) . af-unwrapped=unwrap (d (j ) . af);
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coefDcalcData = [d(vec).coefDcalc I;
% 2006.05.16 add invertPitchBias = 0 for psi-rp=pi/2
% and = 1 for psirp=3pi/2
%- copied tolerance from coefD-coefL-cefC.vs-a.lphavec.rn
if (options. correctPitchBias)
toleranceRollPitchPhase =0.2;
if ([d(vec) .RollPitchPhase} > 1)i/2-toleranceRollPitchPhase) & ...
([d(vec) . RollPitchPhase] < pi/2+toleranceRollPitchPhase)
invertPitchBias = 0;
elseif ([d(vec). RollPitchPhasej > 3*pi/2-toleranceRollPitchPhase) &
([d(vec) . RollPitchPhase} < 3* pi/2+toleranceRollPitchPhase)
invertPitchBias = 1;
else






437 afData = [d(vec).af-unwrapped];
438 end
439
440 % 0-0.2 sec (nominally)
441 t.indices_1=TimeNormalizeData>=options.timin & ...
442 TimeNormalizeData<=opt ions. t1max & ...
443 coefDcalcData>options. coefDmin & ...
444 coefDcalcData<options . coefDmax;
445 TimeNormalizeData.1 = TimeNormalizeData(t-indices-1);
446 coefDcalcData.1 = coefDcalcData(t-indices.1);
447 afData-1 = afData(t..indices_1);
448 spl-coefDcalcData_1 = spap2(options. NumberSegments1, options. Order-1
449 TimeNormalizeData-1 , coefDcalcData-1 );
450 coefDcalcData_1..pwl = fnval(spLcoefDcalcData1 , TimeNormalizeData-1);
451 spl-afDataA1 = spap2(options. NumberSegments.1 , options. Order-1,
452 TimeNormalizeData-1 , afData-1 );
453 afData_-lpwl = fnval(spl-afData.1 , TimeNormalizeData-1);
454 % afData_1.pwl wraprad(aflataA.pwl
455 % calcuilate curve data, i.e. coef:D vs aliph a
456 t..=[inin (TimeNormalizeData-1):0.01:nmax(TimeNormalizeData..)];
457 af-outA1 = fnval(spl.afData.1 , t_1);
458 coefD.out1 = fnval(spl-coefDcalcData-i , t-1);
459 spl.afData-1-der = fnder(spl.afData-1);
460 af.out -lder = fnval ( spl.afData..1.-der , t-);
461
462 % 0.3-0.7sec (nominally)
463 t-indices_2=TimeNormalizeData>=options.t2min & ...
464 TimeNormalizeData<=options.t2max & ...
465 coefDcalcData>options. coefDmin & ...
466 coefDcalcData<options . coefDmax;
467 TimeNormalizeData_2 = TimeNormalizeData(tindices-2);
468 coefDcalcData-2 = coefDcalcData(t-indices_2)
469 afData_2 = afData(t-indices-2);
470 spl-coefDcalcData_2 = spap2(options .NumberSegments_2, options. Order-2 ,
471 TimeNormalizeData-2 , coefDcalcData-2 );
472 coefDcalcData..2_pwl = fnval(spl-coefDcalcData.2 , TimeNormalizeData..2);
473 spl.afData_2 = spap2(options.NumberSegments_2, options.Order_ 2,
474 TimeNormalizeData...2 , afData..2 );
475 afData..2-pwl = fnval(spl.afData-2 , TimeNormalizeData-2);
476 % afData..2-jpwl = wraprad(aflata2.pwl
477 % calculate curve data. i.e. coefD vs alpha
478 t..2 =[min ( TimeNormalizeData-2) :0 .0 1: max( TimeNormalizeData..2) J;
479 af-out...2 = fnval(spl-afData..2 , t.2);
480 coefD..out_2 = fnval (spL.coefDcalcData...2 , t-2)
481 spl.afData.2..der = fnder(spl.afData-2);
482 af-out.2.der = fnval(spl.afData..2.der , t2);
483
484 % split .2 data iinto increasing and decreasing data:
485 % NGIE: didn t just used derivative , because did not
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486 % include all data up to min/max. Used hybrid logic:
487
488 % logic if mean( afout.2der (1: Hoor (length ( t2) /2))) >
489 %;{ mean af.ou t -2_d r ( fI r ( length ( t _2 )/2)+1:end))
490 %
491 % then 1st por ion is increasing 2nd portion is decreasing
492 %
493 % else 1st portion is decreasing 2nd portion is increasing
494 %
495 if mean( af..out..2..der (1: floor (length (t-2)/2))) > ...
496 mean( af.out..2der (floor (length(t..2)/2)+1:end))
497
498 %lst portion is increasing . 2nd portion is decreasing
499 1af_2...maxValue , af.2_maxIndex=max( afout-2);
500
501 t-2.inc = t..2(1:aL2..maxIndex);
502 t..2.dec = t.2 (af...2-maxIndex+1:end);
503 af.out..2-inc = af..out..2(1:af..2_maxIndex);
504 af-out_2_inc-der=af-out-2-der (1: af2..maxIndex);
505 af-out.2..dec = af-out_2(af-2..maxlndex+1:end);
506 af.out_2...dec _der=af.out-2..der (af2..maxIndex+1:end) ;
507 coefD.-out _2-inc = coefD..out_2 (1: af-2_maxIndex);




512 %1 st portion is decreasing , 2nd portion is increasing
513 [af-2-minValue , aL2.minIndexj=nin( afout..2);
.514
515 t-2-inc = t_2(af_2_minIndex+1:end);
516 t_2-dec = t_2 (1: af-2.minIndex);
517 af-..out.2.inc = afout..2 (af_2...minIndex+1:end);
518 af _out -2-inc-der=af-out _2-der (af_2.minIndex+1:end) ;
519 af.outL2...dec = af.out.-2 (1: af.2-minIndex) ;
520 af.out_2-dec-der=afout.2..der (1: af_2_minIndex);
521 coefD..outL2-inc = coefD._out..2 (af_2.minIndex+1:end) ;




526 % 0.8-i.Osec (nomin ally)
527 t-indices-3=TimeNormalizeData>=options.t3min & ...
528 TimeNormalizeData<=options.t3max & ...
529 coefDcalcData>options.coefDmin &
530 coefDcalcData<options. coefDmax;
531 TimeNormalizeData-3 = TimeNormalizeData(t-indices3);
532 coefDcalcData-3 = coefDcalcData(t-indices..3);
533 afData..3 = afData(t.indices..3);
534 spl-coefDcalcData.3 = spap2(options. NumberSegments-3 , options. Order.3,
535 TimeNormalizeData...3 , coefDcalcData_3 );
536 coefDcalcData-3-pwl = fnval (spl-coefDcalcData-3 , TimeNormalizeData_3);
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537 spl.afData.3 = spap2 (options. NumberSegments-3 , options . Order-3, ..
538 TimeNormalizeData_3 , afData_3 );
539 afData..3-pwl = fnval(spl-afData-3 , TimeNormalizeData.3);
540 % afData3..pwl = wraprad(afData-_3pwl);
541 % calculate curve data, i.e. coefD vs alpha
542 t 3 =[min( TimeNormalizeData-3) :0.0 1: max( TimeNormalizeData-3)];
543 af..out.3 = fnval (splafData.3 , t.3 ) ;
544 coefD-out-3 = fnval (spL.coefDca1cData_3 , t.3
545 spl-afData-3-der = fnder (spl.afData-3);
546 af-out.3-der = fnval(spl-afData-3.der , t.3)
547
548 if (options.unwrap) & (options.rewrap),
549
550 % if unwrapped alpha datha at the beginning
551 % and want to re--wrap here , so that can then find
552 % intersection between re-wrapped data








561 if strcmpi (options . crop.L-and-3 , 'in ')
562
563 % crop 'inside ' portion , i . e.
564 % af- <= af-intersect & coefL_1>=coefL-intersect
565 % and
566 % af_3 <= af.intersect & coefL-3<=coefL-ilntersect
567
568 % look for intersectioni between Sections 1 and -3
569 % if no inte rsection . then do not crop the existing data
570 % NOTE: mmcurvex function is fron Mastering Matlal) toolbox
571 % see http://www ecce .mine edi/xrnnMM6/tbx/
572 [ af.intersect , coefD-intersect=mmcurvex( afout-1 ,coefD..out-1
573 af-out_3 , coefD-out-3);
574 % if returns more than one intersect pick largest alpha
575 if length ( af.intersect ) >1,
576 [ af.intersect , i]=max( af.intersect)
577 coefD-intersect=coefD-intersect (i)
578 end
579 if ~iseimpty ( af-intersect) & ~isempty ( coefD-intersect)
580 af-out-l-raw=af.out.1; coefD..out.1_raw=coefD.out.1;
581 af..out.3..raw=af-out-3; coefD-out_3_raw=coefDout.3;















596 elseif strcmpi ( options . crop_-land-3 , 'out'),
597
598 % crop ,outside ' portion , i . e.
599 % af-1 >= af-intersect
600 % and
601 % af_3 >= af.intersect
602
603 % look for intersection between sections .1 and -3
604 % if no intersection , then do not crop the existing data
605 % NOTE: mincurvex function is from Mastering Matlab toolbox
606 see http:/ /ww'v.v. eec e .in e . edu ,'i i/NThNM/ t bx /
607 [af-intersect , coefD-intersect=mmcurvex( af-out-1 , coefD-out-1 ,..
608 af-out-3 ,coefD.out-3);
609 % if returns more than one intersect , pick largest alpha
610 if length(af-intersect)>1,
611 [ af-intersect , iJ=max( afintersect)
612 coefD intersect=coefD-intersect ( i);
613 end
614 if ~isempty ( af-intersect) & ~isempty(coefD-intersect)
615 af-out..-raw=af.out-1; coefD.out..l..raw=coefD.-out-1;





621 af-out-1 -der=af-out-1..der ( indices-1);
622 indices-3=aLout_3_raw>=af..intersect
623 t-3=t-3 ( indices-3) ;
624 af-out-3=af-out-3 ( indices.3);
625 coefD-out_3=coefD-out-3 ( indices-3);
626 af-out3-der=af-out-3-der ( indices-3);
627 end
628
629 end %i f strcipi (options . crop..1and-3 in
630
631 % 2005.11.15 add logic to get rid of -1 data which is
632 % less than the, muin value of ..3 data
633 % because then the data is more periodic
634 % i. e. value at end of -3 should match value
635 % at beginning of A
636 if options . min-l-equal.min_3
637
638 % add -0.1 threshold to fix case for
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639 % UposOptOO.PitchBiaspos0pt80_AmpPitchl )t15-R.ollPitchPhase3PiQ2
640 min-3=min ( coefD _out-3 )-options. min-3..threshold;
641 indices.. = find (coefD.out-1>min3);
642 if isempty(indices-i)
643 c=sprintf ( '\n') ;
644 error ([ 'Error --..-. with. 'min-Iequal-min-3 ' '-option..set
645 c -1ax( 1-dat.a) -is .<min(.3-data)-- ..
646 nuin2str (options. min_3..threshold) c
647 Therefore.-increase. ''in-3.threshold '-above' ...
















664 % split into 4 groups:
665 % af.pos-ine = alpha>0 and increasing
666 % af-pos.dec = alpha>) and decreasing
667 % af- neg in = C lplia<0 and increasing
668 % af8neg - dec alpha<0 (and decreasing
669 %
670 tempStruct = struct( 'dmmynrny ,1) ;initialize with dununy field so don't
671 % ,gt error messages







































































el sei f mean( raw-af -data{ i })<0 & iriea ( raw-afder..data{ i })<0
%t af. nc g _ de ..
af.raw = raw-af..data{i};
af..der-raw = raw..afder-data{i };
coefD-raw = raw-coefD-data{i};
indices = af-raw<=O & af.der..raw <=0;
t-raw=raw-t-data{i };
t-af-neg-dec=t-raw(indices);




tempStruct = rmfield (tempStruct , 'diunmy ')
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% 2005.11.17 - added logic to check that for each field , as appropriate
% ' afpos-inc check that af>=)0 and af-der>=0
% 'af-pos-dec - check that af>=0 and af.der<=)
% ' aLneg-ine' - check that af<=0 and a~f.der >=)
% 'af_negdec' - check that af<=() and af.der<=0





indices = af-raw>=0 & af-der-raw >=0;
t-raw=raw..t-data{i };
t-af.pos-inc=t-raw (indices);
tempStruct = setfield(tempStruct , 'af.pos-inc ,af.raw(indices) ;...
coefD-raw (indices)])





indices = af-raw>=0 & af.der-raw <=0;
t.raw=raw-t-data{i };
t-a..pos.dec=t-raw( indices);
tempStruct = setfield(tempStruct , 'af-pos-dec af-raw( indices) ;...
coefD-raw (indices)])





indices = af.raw<=0 & af-der-raw >=0;
t-raw=raw-t-data{i };
t-af-neg.inc=t..raw (indices)
tempStruct = set field (tempStruct , 'af.neg- inc ,[af-raw(indices) ;...
741
742 s . coefD=tempStruct;
743
744 if options. check-af.fields
745
746 if ~ isfield (s.coefD ,'afpos-ine<),
747 error ([ 'Error-'... ' afpos.ine *''field .,is-undefined')
748 end
749 if any (s. coefD. af..posinc (1 ,:) <0),
750 error ('Error.-.' 'afpos-inc ' '.1 .
751 [' field..includes.negative...angle..of..attack')
752 end
753 if ~isfield (s.coefD , 'af-pos-dec),
754 error ([ 'Error..-_' 'af-pos.dec '..field..is-undefined'I)
755 end
756 if any(s. coefD. af.posdec (1 ,:) <0)
757 error ([ 'Error-' 'af-pos-dec ' '...' .
758 ['field .inlu des...egative-angle-)fattack)
759 end
760 if ~isfield(s.coefD, 'af-neg-inc')
761 error ('Error..-.af-niegine '' field .is ..undefined'])
762 end
763 if any(s. coefD. af-neginc (1 ,:)>0),
764 error ([Error..-.. ' 'af-neg-inc'']
765 ['field .includes.positive..angle...of-attack'1)
766 end
767 if - isfield (s. coefD , 'af.neg.dec')
768 error (['Error...- .''af-neg.dec ''field .is .. undefined'I)
769 end
770 if any(s . coefD. af-neg.dec (1 ,:) >0),
771 error (['Error-' 'af.negdee''_'' ...





777 j ust display imessage , rather than " error
778 if ~isfield (s.coefD , 'afpos-inc '),
779 disp (['Error.-. ' af-pos.inc 'field .is -undefined '])
780 else
781 if any(s.coefD.af-pos-inc (1,:)<0),
782 disp ([ 'Error--- ' ' af..pos..inc' .
783 ['field .includes- .negative...angle...of..attack'])
784 endl
785 end
786 if ~isfield (s. coefD , 'af-pos-dec ')
787 disp ([ 'Error--. af-pos-dec ''-field is ..undefined '1)
788 else
789 if any(s. coefD. af-pos.dec (1,:)<0),
790 disp ('Error-- 'af-pos-dec ''' ...




794 if -isfield (s. coefD , ' af-neg-inc ')
795 disp (['Error..--. afneg-i '...field -is -undefined '3),
796 else
797 if any(s .coefD. af-neginc (1 ,:)>0),
798 disp (['Error---' ' af-neg.inc'' '.]
799 field -includes..positive.-angle -of..attack'})
800 end
801 end
802 if isfield (s. coefD , 'af-neg-dec'),
803 disp ([ 'Error--....' ' af-neg-dec ' ',field -is,.undefined '])
804 else
805 if any(s . coefD. af.negdec (1 ,:)>0),
806 disp ([ Error--- ' ' aLneg.dec ' '-' ...








815 if ~(options. newplot)
816
817 % make sure that variable plot-model-error-h exists
818 % in calling workspace
819 evalin ('caller.
820 if - exist ( 'fitCoefDvsAlpha-h ' )_fitCoefDvsAlphaih=figure ;..end
I)











832 e I f
833 subplot (3 ,1 ,1)
834 if options . TimeSlicePlot
835 plot (TimeNormalizeData, coefDcalcData,
836 t 1 , coefD.out.1 , ' . ' ,...
837 t..2-inc , coefD..out.2-inc , '.
838 t-2-dec , coefD..out..2..dec , '.
839 t_3 , coefD-out-3 ,'.')
840 else





















































% plot af-pos-ine , etc , from struct
h._plot=plot (TimeNormalizeData , afData*(180/ pi) ,'. ,
t.af.posinc ,s.coefD. af-posinc (1 ,:)*(180/pi),'
t..af-pos.dec ,s.coefD. af..pos..dec (1 ,:)*(180/pi) ,
t..afneg.inc ,s.coefD. af-neg.inc (1 ,:)*(180/pi) ,.
t.af-neg..dec ,s.coefD.af.neg.dec (1 ,:)*(180/pi) ,
if strcmpi (options. curveFitLineStyle , 'none ')
% i nly Set curve fit line style
set (hplot (2:5) , 'LineStyle' ,options . curveFitLineSt
set ( h-plot (2:5) , LineWidth. , options . curveFitLineWi
end
enl
if (options. unwrap) & ~(options. rewrap)
axis([0 1 -360 360));grid on
else
axis([0 1 -180 180]);grid on
end
% xlabel (' tiTle [ Nornalized ' )
xlabel( 't '' )
if (options. correctPitchBias),









h.plot=plot (TimeNormalizeData , coefDcalcData, . ...
t.af.pos.inc , s .coefD. af.pos.inc (2,:) ,'.
t-af..pos-dec , s. coefD. af pos..dec (2,:) ,
t-a..neg.inc , s. coefD. af.negin (2,:),'.,
t..afneg.dec , s. coefD. af.neg-dec (2,:) ,'. ');
if ~strcmpi (options. curveFitLineStyle , 'none')
% only set curve fit line style
set (h.plot (2:5) , 'LineStyle ',options. curveFitLineStyle)
set (hplot (2:5) , 'LineWidth' , options . curveFitLineWidth)
end
end
axis([O 1 options. coefDmin options. coefDmax]) ;grid on
% xlabel (' time [Normalized i)
% vlabel ( coefD ')
xlabel ('t ''')
ylabel( 'C.D')
if ~isempty(options.title), title(options.title); end
subplot (3,1 ,2)
if options . TimeSlicePlot
plot (TimeNormalizeData, afData*(180/ pi) . ...
t-1 ,af.outA1*(180/pi) ,
t.2-inc ,afout_2-inc*(180/pi), .
t2.dec ,af-out-2-dec*(180/pi) , ..












































935 e nd i f ( op)t iots - plot )
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else
ylabel( '\ alpha..[deg} ')
end
subplot (3,1 ,3)
if options . TimeSlicePlot
plot (afData*(180/pi) ,coefDcalcData ,
af~outA *(180/pi) ,coefD.out1 ,.
af-out...2.inc *(180/ pi) , coefD..out...2inc , ,
af-out..2-dec*(180/pi) ,coefD.out.2...dec , ,
af..out.3 *(180/ pi) , coefD-out-3 , '. ')
else
% plot af.pos.ine , etc , from struct
h.plot=plot(afData*(180/pi) ,coefDcalcData , '.
s.coefD. af.pos.inc (1 ,:)*(180/pi) ,s.coefD. af.pos-inc (2
s.coefD . af.pos..dec (1 ,:)*(180/pi) ,s.coefD. af-pos.dec (2
s.coefD. af.neg-inc (1 ,:)*(180/pi), s.coefD. af.neg.inc (2
s.coefD . af-neg.dec (1 ,:)*(180/pi), s.coefD . af.neg-dec (2
if ~strcmpi (options. curveFitLineStyle , 'none')
% only set curve fit line style
set (h-plot (2:5) , 'LineStyle , options . curveFitLineStyle)
set (h..plot (2:5) , 'LineWidth ' ,options . curveFitLineWidth)
end
end
if (options .unwrap) & ~(options. rewrap)
axis ([-360 360 options. coefDmin options . coefDmax]) ; grid on
else
axis([-180 180 options.coefDmin options.coefDmax]) ;grid on
end
if (options . correctPitchBias) ,









%y label ('coefD )
ylabel ('CD')
,:) ,'. ') ;















function u=calc-u-fb..lin-noTableLookups2C -new (in , lambdaMatrix)
% calcu _ fblin (in)
12x1 - [p;v} - current states
6x1 - [eta-d) - desired position (eta)
% 6x1 - [etadot-d} - desired d(position )/dt
% 6x1 - [etadotdot.dA - desired d^2(position )/dt'2
% 1xI - [lambda] - controller gain
% 1xi - [ scalar - error on model parameters
% l ambdaMatrix = [6x6} controller gain matrix
% . Simplest feedback linearization of the form:
Stau -fb-liin = M*V + C(v)*v + D(v)*v + g( eta2)
% where V = J*etadotdot.d -+ dJdt* etadot - 2*1anmbda*J * ( et adot -eta dotd)


























d esired d(position ),/dt
d(esired d 2 ( posiLtion )/dt *2
controller gain




J=rpy2J (p ( 4: 6) )
etadot=(J^-1)*v;
dJdt=rpy2Jdot(p(4:6),etadot(4:6));
% 2006.05.27 - note definition of \tilde {\eta} - \etad - \eta
and \dot {\ tilde {\eta}} = \dot{\eta.d} - \dot{\eta }
%/ so the expressions in the parantheses:
(p-etad) = -\tilde{\eta} and
(etadot-etadotAd) = -\dot {\ tilde {\eta}}
% so the minus sign is correct :-)




50 -tau-cor-fb-lin (vehv,v, scalar) +...
51 -tau..damp..fuselage.fb.lin(veh,v, scalar)+...
52 -tau.restfb-lin (veh ,p, scalar)
53
54 % 2006.04.29
55 % rotation matrix from e- into b-frame
56 R...eb=rpy2R.eb(p(4:6));
57
58 % 2006.05.14 - call setFreqBiasAlbericoMethod..noTableLookups3 instead
59 % which has new 3D lookup for freq as a function of magnitude
60 % angle and psi-rp
61 [freq , bias , PitchSinusoidPhase.deg]= ...
62 setFreqBias-AlbericoMethod-noTableLookups3 ([R.eb*tau-fb.lin (1:3);...
63 Reb*tau.fb.lin (4:6)])
64
65 % get actual Freq anid Bias from veh struct , because of extra
66 % logic in setFreqBias-AlbericoMethod
67 ul=[veh. fin (:) .PitchSinusoidFreq] ;
68 u2=[veh. fin (:) . PitchSinusoidBias ';
69
70 % output vector u as [ freq bias ;
71 % 2006.01.23 - add PitchSinusoid Phase to output
72 u=[ul; u2; scalar.*(veh.Mrb+veh.Ma)*Vfblin; taufblin ;...
73 PitchSinusoidPhase-deg1;
A.4 calculateB
1 function B = calculateB(veh)
2 % B = c acilateB ( ve)
3 %
4 % calculate B matrix
5 %




10 for finNumber = 1:veh.numFins,
11 %
12 % this is transform ation from f-frame to B-frame
13 % Ist rotation about y by -pitch angle;
14 % 2nd rotation about x by -roll angle.
15 V erified that Pi1) is pointing to mid-point of foil
16 R.fb=rpy2R-eb([-veh. fin (finNumber). roll-nom; ...
17 -veh. f in (finNumber) . pitch..nom ;...
18 0]) ;
19 % midpoint of foil , relative to frame B






25 b.2ib=Rfb * [0;0;11;
26
27 newColumns = b-1ib ' cross (Pi-b , b-lib) '; b.2ib ' cross (Pi-b , b..2ib) ') ';




1 function [ coefD , coefL , coefC , direction I=...
2 coefD.coefL-coefC-vs-alpha2 (af , PitchBias , AmpPitch ,...
3 RollPitchPhase , RollPositionf , aLpast6 , coefDschedules ,...
4 coefLschedules , coefCschedules)
5 % [coefD , coefL , coefC , direction]=...
6 % coefD-.coefL-coefC-vs.alpha2 (af , PitchBias . AmpPitch...
7 % RollPitchPhase , RollPositiouf af..past6 , coefDschedules
8 % coefLsehcdules , coefCschedules)
9 %
10 % ca.lcu.II ate coefD , coefL (;oefC as a function of
11 % af = angle of attack [rad]
12 % PitchBias [rad3
13 % AmpPitch [ rad]
14 % RollPitcliPhase [rad], either pi/2 or 3pi/2
15 % RollPositionf = value of RollPositionf [rad]
16 % af-past6 = past 6 values of angle of attack [rad] (for this foil)
17 %





23 % otherwise , it will load then as require(d
24 %
25 % outpu1ts
26 % coefD= coefficient of drag
27 % coefL= coefficieut of lift
28 % coefC coefficient in chord direction
29 % direction = cell array of
30 % either { afpos.ine 'af.pos-dec af-ieginc afneg.dec '}
31 %
32
33 if nargin <6







41 if - exist ('coefDschedules ')
42 coefDschedules-filename='coefDschedules5 mat'
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47 error ([ 'ERROR.-.cannot..load' coefDschedules.filename])
48 end
49 end
50 if -exist ('coefLschedules')
51 coefLschedules-filename=' coefLschedules5 .mat';
52 s=exist (coefLschedules-filename);
53 i f s==2,
54 load ( coefLschedules-filename);
55 else
56 error ([ 'ERROR... -..cannot-load-' coefLschedules-filename])
57 end
58 end
59 if - exist ('coefCschedules')
60 coefCschedules.filename='coefCschedules2 .mat';
61 s=exist (coefCschedules-filename);
62 i f s==2,
63 load( coefCschedules-filename)
64 else




69 % flag to invert " af" and "coefL" if PitchBias is inverted from







77 if (RollPitchPhase > pi/2-toleranceRollPitchPhase) & ...
78 (RollPitchPhase < pi/2+toleranceRollPitchPhase)
79
80 cix=findcell ('RollPitchPhasePiQ2, coefDschedulesFieldNames)
81 cellSchCoefD = flip ud (reshape (coefDschedulesFieldNames'( cix .en) ,3,4) ')
82 cix=find cell ( 'RollPitchPhasePiQ2 ' , coefLschedulesFieldNames) ;
83 cellSchCoefL = flipud (reshape(coefLschedulesFieldNames(cix.cn) ,3,4) ')
84 cix=findcell ( 'psi.rpPiQ2 ' ,coefCschedulesFieldNames);
85 cellSchCoefC = flipud (reshape (coefCschedulesFieldNames (cix . cn) ,3,4) ');
86 PitchBiasVector =[ -0.8; -0.45; -0.2;0];
87 AmpPitchVector =[0.8;0.95;1.151;
88
89 if (PitchBias > 0.01) , invert-af...and-coefL=1; end
90

























































imake it NOT fl ig an error if RollPitchPhase -= 90 or 270deg
(for l-loop. mdl, soe taufoil3 .i) because there is a weird
gthat ca .uses inc or rrect value of oldPitchPhase to persist
between t=0 and t=2.8928e-005 such that RollPitchPhase = 0.
[Rather it is sonic nmibher of initial iterations cause it is
not a specific time exactly]













% use -PitehBias in interpolation
PitchBiasNeighbourIndices=unique (...
find (PitchBiasVector<=-PitchBias ,1 'last ')




(find (PitchBiasVector<=PitchBias , ,' last ') ...
find (PitchBiasVector>=PitchBias ,1 ,'first ') ) ;
94
elseif (RollPitchPhase > 3*pi/2-toleranceRollPitchPhase) &
(RollPitchPhase < 3*pi/2+toleranceRollPitchPhase)
cix=findcell ( 'RollPitchPha-se3PiQ2',coefDschedulesFieldNames);
cellSchCoefD = reshape (coefDschedulesFieldNames (cix. cn) ,3,4) ';
cix=findcell ( RollPitchPhase3PiQ2 ',coefLschedulesFieldNames);
cellSchCoefL = reshape (coefLschedulesFieldNames (cix . cn) ,3,4) ';
cix=findcell ( 'psi-rp_3PiQ2' ,coefCschedulesFieldNames);
cellSchCoefC = reshape (coefCschedulesFieldNames (cix. cn) ,3,4) ';
PitchBiasVector =[0;0.2;0.45;0.8];
AmpPitchVector= [0.8;0.95;1.15];
if (PitchBias < -0.01) , invert -af -and..coefL=1; end
% 2006.05.16 - add for new 3pi/2 lookup with inverted PitchPosition
invertPitchBias=1;
else
145 AmpPitchNeighbourlndices=unique ([find (AmpPitchVector<=AmpPitch,1 , 'last ') ...
146 find (AmpPitchVector>=AmpPitch, 1 , ' fi r s t ')]);
147 %
148 %




153 % invert af, if flag is set
154 if (invert-af-and-coefL)
155 af..vec-unwrap=[- af;- af -past6 ];
156 else




161 % now set af-vec-unwrap back to just single value:
162 af.vec...unwrap=af-vec-unwrap (1);
163 % move those which are detecte d as inc in first ialf to. dec, and vice versa
164
165 af..inc _raw = afdelta..vec >0;
166 af.dec-raw = af-delta-vec <0;
167
168 % split into segments so it is not split exactly in the middle
169 % use value threshold rather than index threshold , cause that doesn 't work
170 % with PhaseOffset
171
172 % if flag is set , invert RollPositionf as well




177 roll-gt..0pt05 = RollPositionf > 0.05;
178 roll.le.0pt05 = RollPositionf <= 0.05;
179 roll-ge-neg0pt05 = RollPositionf >= -0.05;





185 % order for both RollPitchPhase = pi/2 and 3pi1 /2
186 %
187 % af-pos-dec --> af-ieg-dc -> afne gei -> afpos-ilc
188 %
189 % first half of vector is supposed to be af-dec
190 % and second half of vector is supposed to be af-inc
191 %
192 af-inc = (af-inc.raw & roll.le..OptO5) + (af..dec.raw & roll.lt..negOptO5);
193 af-dec = (af-dec-raw & roll-ge..negOptO5) + (af.inc..raw & roll-gtOptO5);
194
195 % invert af-PitchBias, if flag is set
95
196 if (invert -af-and _coefL)
197 if (invertPitchBias)
198 af-vec-wrap=wraprad(-([ af; af.past6]+PitchBias));
199 else




204 af..vec-wrap=wraprad([ af; af-past6]+ PitchBias);
205 else




210 % make afvec-wrap single value:
211 af.vec..wrap=af-vec.wrap (1);
212
213 % use af.vee-wrap from above:
214 af=af-vec-wrap;
215





221 if af>0 & af.inc,
222 direction={' af.pos.ine
223 [coefD,coefL,coefC]=interpolate-for-multiple.af(af, 'afpos.inc'
224 AmpPitch, PitchBias , AmpPitchNeighbourIndices , AmpPitchVector ,
225 PitchBiasNeighbourIndices , PitchBiasVector , coefDschedules , ...
226 cellSchCoefD , coefLschedules , cellSchCoefL , coefCschedules ,...
227 cellSchCoefC);
228 elseif af>0 & af-dec
229 direction={' af..pos.in'c
230 [coefD , coefL , coefC]=interpolate.for.multiple.af (af, 'af.pos-dec
231 AmpPitch, PitchBias , AmpPitchNeighbourIndices , AmpPitchVector,
232 Pit chBiasNeighbourIndices , PitchBiasVector , coefDschedules , ...
233 cellSchCoefD , coefLschedules , cellSchCoefL , coefCschedules ,...
234 cellSchCoefC);
235 elseif af<0 & af-inc ,
236 direction={ afneginec
237 [coefD ,coefL ,coefC]=interpolate.for.multiple.af(af, 'af..eg-inc
238 AmpPitch, PitchBias , AmpPitchNeighbourIndices , AmpPitchVector
239 PitchBiasNeighbourIndices , PitchBiasVector , coefDschedules ,
240 cellSchCoefD , coefLschedules , cellSchCoefL , coefCschedules ,...
241 cellSchCoefC);
242 elseif af<0 & af-dec,
243 direction={' af-neg-dec '};
244 [coefD , coefL , coefC]=interpolate.for-multiple.af (af, aLneg-dec
245 AmpPitch, PitchBias , AmpPitchNeighbourIndices , AmpPitchVector
246 PitchBiasNeighbourIndices , PitchBiasVector , coefDschedules , ..
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251 [coefD , coefL , coefC]=interpolate.for..multiple-af (af, 'af.pos-inc
252 AmpPitch, PitchBias , AmpPitchNeighbourIndices , AmpPitchVector ,....
253 PitchBiasNeighbourIndices , PitchBiasVector , coefDschedules . . .











265 function [coefD-subset , coefL..subset , coefC-subset] =
266 interpolate-for-multiple-af( afsubset , direction-subset
267 AmpPitch j PitchBias , AmpPitchNeighbourIndices , AmpPitchVector ,...
268 PitchBiasNeighbourIndices , PitchBiasVector , coefDschedules ,...
269 cellSchCoefD , coefLschedules , cellSchCoefL , coefCschedules , ...
270 cellSchCoefC);
271
272 % AmpPitch. Pit chBias , AmpPitchNeighbourludices , AmpPitchVector ...
273 % PitchBiasNeighbourIndices , PitchBiasVector
274








283 vecCoefD{i ,j} = schld(getfield(getfield(getfield(coefDschedules ...
284 cellSchCoefD{pbIndex,amplndex}) , 'coefD') ,direction-subset) ,afsubset);
285 vecCoefL{i ,j} = schld(getfield(getfield(getfield(coefLschedules
286 cellSchCoefL{pbIndex ,ampIndex}) , 'coefL ') ,direction.subset) , af.subset);







294 % do 2D interpol ati on of table
295 lookUpPitchBias=PitchBiasVector (PitchBiasNeighbourIndices ( i));
296 lookUpAmpPitch=AmpPitchVector (AmpPitchNeighbourIndices (j));
297
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298 if length (AmpPitchNeighbourIndices)>1
299 ampP.factor = (AmpPitch-AmpPitchVector(AmpPitchNeighbourIndices(1)))/...
300 (AmpPitchVector ( AmpPitchNeighbourIndices (2) ) ...
301 -AmpPitchVector (AmpPitchNeighbourIndices (1) ) ) ;
302 vecCoefD {1,1}=(vecCoefD{1,2} -vecCoefD {1,1})* ampP..factor+vecCoefD {1 ,1};
303 vecCoefL {1,1}=(vecCoefL {1,2}-vecCoefL {1,1})* ampP._factor+vecCoefL {1 ,1};
304 vecCoefC{1,1}=(vecCoefC{1,2}-vecCoefC{1,1})*ampP-factor+vecCoefC{1,1};
305
306 if length (PitchBiasNeighbourIndices )>1
307 vecCoefD{2,1}=(vecCoefD{2,2}-vecCoefD{2,1})*ampP...factor+vecCoefD{2,1};





313 PB.factor = (PitchBias-PitchBiasVector (PitchBiasNeighbourIndices (1))) / ...
314 (PitchBiasVector ( PitchBiasNeighbourIndices (2)) ...
315 -PitchBiasVector (PitchBiasNeighbourIndices (1) )) ;
316 vecCoefD{1,1}=(vecCoefD{2,1}-vecCoefD {1 ,1})*PB-factor+vecCoefD {1 ,1};
317 vecCoefL{1,1}=(vecCoefL{2,1}-vecCoefL{1,1})*PB-factor+vecCoefL1 ,1};
318 vecCoefC{1,1}=(vecCoefC{2,1} -vecCoefC {1 ,1})*PB.factor+vecCoefC {1 ,1};
319 end
320










7V% tre.v t [n-1 I time ( previous iteration)
8 % t t 1n} time (current iteration)
9 % f-cprev f-c [n-I] = frequency (previous iterati on) [Hz] [numFinsxi
10 % phi-c.prev phi-c [i-1 value of sinusoidal. argument (prev iter )
numFinsx1
11 % phi-cfixed = fixed value of phi-c if
12 % holdingAtPosition=1 [numFinsxi]
13 % onIncreasingPhase = flag indicating on increasing
14 % ph ase of sinusoid [numyFinsx 1}
15 % onDecreasingPhase = flag indicating on decreasing
16 % phase of sinusoid [numFinsx1l
17 % holdingAtPosition = flag indicating that holding at
18 % .nin or max position fnumFinsxl]
19 % oldPitchPhase = old pitch phase (prev iter) [deg] [numnFinsx1i
20 % newPitchPhase = new pitch phase (prev iter ) [deg] [nurnFinsx1i
21 % oldBias bias (previous iteration) [rad} [numFinsx1l
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22 % newBias = newBias (previous iteration) [rad] [numFinsxl]
23 % bias-now = previous value of bias [rad.J [numFinsx1l
24 % Amp = previous value of amplitude [numFinsx1]
25 %





31 % PitchPositionf [rad ] [numFinsx1l
32 % RollPositionf [rad] [numFinsxl]
33 % PitchSpeedf trad/sec [uumFinsxIj
34 % RollSpeedf [rad/sec] [numFinsx1l
35 % RollAccelf [rad/see '2] [numFinsxl]
36 % f c f-c [n] = value of frequency (current itera.tion) [numFinsxlI
37 % phi .c phi-c[n] = value of sinusoidal argument (current iteration)
numnFinsxl 1
38 % phi-c-fixed = fixed value of phi-c if
39 % holdingAtPosition=1 InumFinsxlI
40 % onIncreasinPhase = flag indicating on increasing
41 % phase of sinusoid [numnFinsxl]
42 % onDecreasingPhase = flag indicating on decreasing
43 % phase of sinusoid [numFinsx1I
44 % holdingAtPosition = flag indicating that holding at-
45 % min or max position [numnFinsxl]
46 % oldPitchPhase old pitch phase (prev iter ) [deg] [numFinsx1]
47 % newPitchPhase = new pitch phase (prev iter) [deg] [nuinFinix1]
48 % oldBias = bias (previous iteration) [rad J [numFinsxI}
49 % newBias = newBias (previous iteration) [rad] [numnFinsxlj
50 % bi as-now = previous value of bias [radj [numnFinsx1l






57 % inpus :
58
59 t.prev = in(1);
60 t = in(2);
61 f-c-prev = in(2 + [1:veh.numFinsJ)
62 phi.c-prev = in(2+1*veh.numFins + [1:veh.numFinsJ) ';
63 phi-c-fixed = in(2+2*veh.numFins + [1:veh.numFins]) ';
64 onIncreasingPhase = in(2+3*veh.numFins + [1:veh.numFinsj) ';
65 onDecreasingPhase = in(2+4*veh.numFins + [1:veh.numFinsl) ';
66 holdingAtPosition = in(2+5*veh.numFins + [1:veh.numFins]) ';
67 oldPitchPhase = in(2+6*veh.numFins + [1:veh.numFins]) ';
68 newPitchPhase = in(2+7*veh.numFins + [1:veh.numFins]) ';
69 oldBias = in(2+8*veh.numFins + [1: veh.numFinsl) ';
70 newBias = in(2+9*veh.numFins + [1: veh.numFinsI) ';
71 bias-_now = in(2+10*veh.numFins + [1:veh..numFins]) ';
99
72 Amp = in(2+11*veh.numFins + [1:veh.numFins]) ';
73
74 % remaining inputs come from veh global variable
75 fc = [veh. fin. PitchSinusoidFreq] ';
76 bias-vec = [veh. fin . PitchSinusoidBiasl';




81 PitchPositionf = zeros (veh.numFins,1)
82 PitchSpeedf = zeros(veh.numFins,1);
83 RollPositionf = zeros(veh.numFins,1);
84 RollSpeedf = zeros(veh.numFins,1);
85 RollAccelf = zeros(veh.numFins,1);
86
87 % special initializatiou of oldPitchPhase, because cannot
88 % in itialize to [veh .fin .PitchSinusoid P hase I in Memory block
89 % outside routine, because subsequent call to vehicle .m in
90 % St artFEc Callback, randomizes the Phase, and therefore does
91 % not satisfv the either +90 or +-270deg phase shift
92
93 if t<=0





99 % fbar-c = (1/2)*Ts* (3* fc(k*Ts) - fc((k-1)*Ts))
100 fbar-c = 0.5.*Ts.* (3.*f...c - c.prev);
101




106 % madke sure not in the liddie of transitioni ,
107 if onIncreasingPhase(finNumber)==0 & onDecreasingPhase(finNumber)=-0 &
108 bias-vec (finNumber) -= oldBias(finNumber),
109




114 if holdingAtPosition(finNumber)==0 &
115 PitchPhase(finNumber) -= oldPitchPhase(finNumber),
116




121 if onIncreasingPhase(finNumber)==0 & onDecreasingPhase(finNumber)==0 &&
100
122 (newPitchPhase (finNumber )=oldPitchPhase (finNumber)) && ...
123 ( sign ((Amp(finNumber)*(pi/180)*sin (phi.c.prev(finNumber) + ...
124 newPitchPhase ( finNumber) *( p i / 180) )+bias -now (finNumber)) ...
125 -(Amp(finNumber) *(pi /180)* sin (phic prev (finNumber) + ...
126 oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *( pi /180) )+bias.now (finNumber)))-~=...
127 sign ((Amp(finNumber) *(pi1/180) *sin (phi.c (finNumber) .+ ...
128 newPitchPhase ( finNumber) *( pi / 180) )+bias -now (finNumber)) ...
129 -(Amp(finNumber) *( pi /180)* sin (phi.c (finNumber) + ...
130 oldPitchPhase(finNumber)*(pi /180))+bias..now(finNumber)))
131 abs ((Amp(finNumber) *(pi /180) *sin (phi._c (finNumber) + ...
132 newPitchPhase (finNumber) *( pi / 180) )+bias-now (finNumber))
133 -(Amp(finNumber) *(pi /180)*sin (phi_c (finNumber) + ...
134 oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *( pi /180) )+bias.now (finNumber))) <0.01 )
135




140 % use upldated oldPitchPhase in following calculation related to the bias
141
142 if abs (oldPitchPhase (finNumber)-veh. fin (finNumber). RollSinusoidPhase -270)
<0.01
143
144 if holdingAtPosition (finNumber)==0 & ...
145 onIncreasingPhase (finNumber )==0 & ...
146 onDecreasingPhase (finNumber)==0 & ...
147 (newBias ( finNumber )>old Bias (finNumber)) & ...
148 sin(mod(phi-c(finNumber) + ...
149 oldPitchPhase(finNumber)*(pi/180)-3*pi/2, 2 *pi))>O &
150 sin (mod( phic..prev (finNumber) + ...
151 oldPitchPhase (finNumber)*( pi /180)-3*pi /2,2* pi) )<0
152
153 % just crossed 270dcg point
154
155 Amp(finNumber)=((newBias(finNumber)-oldBias(finNumber))*(180/pi)
156 2*veh. fin (finNumber) . PitchSinusoidAmp) /2;
157 bias.now (finNumber)=(newBias (finNumber )+oldBias (finNumber)) /2;
158 onIncreasingPhase (finNumber) =1;
159
160 elseif onIncreasingPhase(finNumber)==1 &
161 (newBias(finNumber)>oldBias(finNumber)) &
162 sin (mod(phi.c(finNumber) + ...
163 oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *( pi /180)-pi /2,2* pi) )>0 & ...
164 sin (mod(phi-c-prev (finNumber) + ...
165 oldPitchPhase(finNumber)*(pi/180)-pdi/2,2*pi))<0
166
167 % just crossed 90deg point
168
169 Amp(finNumber)=veh. fin (finNumber). PitchSinusoidAmp;
170 bi as -now (finNumber )=newBias ( finNumber) ;
101
171 oldBi as (finNumber )=newBias (finNumber);
172 onIncreasingPhase (finNumber)=0;
173
174 elseif holdingAtPosition(finNumber)==0 & ...
175 onIncreasingPhase(finNumber)==O & ...
176 onDecreasingPhase(finNumber)==0 & ...
177 (newBias (finNumber )<oldBias (finNumber)) & ...
178 sin (mod(phi-c(finNumber) +. ..
179 oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *(pi /180)-pi /2,2* pi))>0 & ...
180 sin (mod(phi-c-prev(finNumber) + ...
181 oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *( pi /180)-pi /2,2* pi) )<0
182
183 % just crossed 90deg point
184
185 Amp(finNumber) =((oldBias (finNumber)-newBias (finNumber)) *(180/ pi)
186 2*veh. fin (finNumber) . PitchSinusoidAmp) /2;
187 bias..now(finNumber)=(newBias(finNumber)+oldBias (finNumber)) /2;
188 onDecreasingPhase (finNumber ) =1;
189
190 else if onDecreasingPhase (finNumber)=1 & ...
191 (newBias (finNumber )<oldBias (finNumber)) & ...
192 sin (mod(phi-c(finNumber) + ...
193 oldPitchPhase(finNumber)*(pi/180)-3*pi/2,2*pi))>0 & ...
194 sin (mod(phi-c-prev (finNumber) + ...
195 oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *( pi /180)-3*pi /2,2* pi) )<0
196
197 % just crossed 270deg point
198
199 Amp(finNumber )=veh. fin (finNumber) . Pitch SinusoidAmp;
200 bias -now (finNumber )=newBias ( finNumber);
201 oldBias (finNumber )=newBias (finNumber);




206 elsei f abs (oldPitchPhase (finNumber) -
207 veh. fin (finNumber) . RollSinusoidPhase -90) <0.01
208
209 if holdingAtPosition (finNumber)==0 &
210 onIncreasingPhase (finNumber)==0 &
211 onDecreasingPhase (finNumber)==O &
212 (newBias (finNumber)>old Bias (finNumber)) & ...
213 sin (mod( phi-c(finNumber) + ...
214 oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *( pi /180)-3*pi /2,2* pi) )>0 & ...
215 sin (mod(phi.c.prev(finNumber) + ...
216 oldPitchPhase(finNumber)*(pi/180)-3*pi/2,2*pi))<0
217




2*veh. fin (finNumber) . PitchSinusoidAmp) /2;
bias .now (finNumber ) =(newBias (finNumber )+old Bi as (finNumber) /2;
onIncreasingPhase (finNumber) =1;
elseif onIncreasingPhase (finNumber)==1 & ...
(newBias ( finNumber )>oldBias (finNumber)) &
sin (mod(phi-c(finNumber) + ...
oldPitchPhase(finNumber)*(pi/180)-pi/2,2*pi))>0 & ...
sin (mod(phi-c...prev(finNumber) + ...



















































% just crossed 90deg point
Amp(finNumber)=veh. fin (finNumber). PitchSinusoidAmp;
bias-now (finNumber)=newBias (finNumber);
oldBi as (finNumber)=newBias ( finNumber);
onIncreasingPhase (finNumber) =0;
elseif holdingAtPosition (finNumber)==0 & ...
onIncreasingPhase (finNumber)==0 & ...
onDecreasingPhase (finNumber )==0 & ...
(newBias (finNumber )<oldBias (finNumber)) & ...
sin (mod(phi.c(finNumber) + ...
oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *(pi /180)-pi /2,2* pi))>0 & ...
sin (mod( phi-c-prev (finNumber) + ...
oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *( pi /180)-pi /2,2* pi) )<0
% just crossed 90deg point
Amp(finNumber) =((oldBias (finNumber)-newBias (finNumber)) *(180/ pi)
2*veh. fin (finNumber). PitchSinusoidAmp) /2;
bias.now (finNumber)=(newBias (finNumber )+oldBias (finNumber)) /2;
onDecreasingPhase (finNumber) =1;




sin (mod(phi-c..prev (finNumber) + ...
oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *(pi /180) -3*pi /2,2* pi) )<0
% just crossed 270deg point
Amp(finNumber)=veh. fin (finNumber) . PitchSinusoidAmp;
bias.now (finNumber )=newBias ( finNumber);

























































out (5*veh . numFins
out (6* veh. numFins






out (13* veh . numFins
out (14*veh .numFins
out(15*veh .numFins
out (16*veh . numFins































[1: veh .numFins I)=old Bias;
[1: veh . numFins 1)=newBias;
[1: veh . numFins] )=bias..now;
[1: veh. numFins ])=Amp;
PitchPosition and RollPosition in veb
319 veh. PitchPosition = PitchPositionff;
104
end % if
% now calculate RollPosition , RollSpeed , RollAccel
PitchPosition , PitchSpeed
% as a function of ( possibly updated) veh. fin (i) . RollSinusoid* and
veh. fin ( i) .PitchSinusoid*
PitchPositionf(finNumber)=Amp(finNumber) *(pi /180)*.
sin (phic (finNumber) + oldPitchPhase (finNumber) *( pi /1.80)) +...
bias..now (finNumber);
PitchSpeedf(finNumber)= (2*pi*f...c (finNumber))*Amp(finNumber)*(pi /180) *...
cos(phi-c(finNumber) + oldPitchPhase(finNumber)*(pi1/180));
RollPositionf (finNumber)=veh. fin (finNumber) . RollSinusoidAmp*( pi/180) *...
sin(phi-c(finNumber) + veh. fin (finNumber). RollSinusoidPhase*(pi/180)) +
vehl. fin (finNumber) . RollSinusoidBias;
RollSpeedf(finNumber)=(2* pi* f...c (finNumber)) *...
veh. fin (finNumber) . RollSinusoidAmp*( pi /180) *...
cos (phi.c (finNumber) + veh. fin (finNumber) . RollSinusoidPhase*(pi /180));
RollAc celf (finNumber)=-(2*pi* f..c (finNumber) ) 2*...
veh. fin (finNumber) . RollSinusoidAmp *( pi /180) *
sin (phi-c (finNumber) + veh. fin (finNumber) . RollSinusoidPhase *( pi /180));
end % for finNumber
% OlutputS
%/




3 % J=r py 2 J(rpy); comnputes generalised Jacobian matrix which
4 % transforms ni into eta. derivatives , given in input roll pitch
5 % al( yaw angles.
6
7 sf = sin(rpy(1));
8 cf = cos(rpy(1));
9 tt = tan(rpy(2));
10 ct = cos(rpy(2));
J = [ rpy2R-eb(rpy)'
zeros (3,3)
zeros (3,3)



















dJdt = [ rpy2R..eb..dot(rpy,rpydot)'
zeros (3 ,3)
% o eb=rpy2R.eb (rpy ) ,cIiMpUtes the rotation matrix of e-frane wrt b-frame ,








































sp = sin (rpy (3) ) ;
cp = cos(rpy(3));










function [freq ,PitchBias ,PitchSinusoidPhase-deg] = ...
setFreqBias-AlbericoMethod noTableLookups3 (FMstar)
% [ freq . PitchBias ,tchSinnsoidPhasedeg =
setFreq3ias-.AlbericoMethod-ioTabWeLookups3 (FNstar)
% using method developed by Alberico
% set veh . fin (:) . RollSinusoidFreq , vehi. fin (:) . RollSinusoidFreq
% and veh . fin (:) . PitchSinusoidBias
global veh
B=calculateB (veh);
[Ul, Sigi ,V1}=svd (B, ' econ )
aME\N=V1*inv (Sigi )*U1'* FMstar;
aMNreshape=resh ape (aMN,2 , veh .numFins) ';
bias=0.5* atan2(aMNreshape(: ,2) ,aMNreshape(: ,1));
2006.01.09 - determine PitchBias as a fuinction of calcuilated bias
if bias > 45deg (pi/4), then set PitchBias = bias - pi/2,
and RollPitchPhase 3pi/2
if bias < --45deg (-pi /4) I then set PitchBias = bias + pi /2,
% and Rol.PitcliPhase =pi/2
PitchBias = (bias>=-pi /4 & bias<=pi/4) .* bias + (bias>pi/4) .*(bias-pi/2) +
(bias<-pi /4) .*( bias+pi /2) ;
RollPitchPhase = (bias>=-pi/4 & bias<=pi/4).*ones(size (bias)).*pi/2 +
~(bias>=-pi/4 & bias<=pi/4).*ones(size (bias)).*3*pi/2;
% 2006.05.14 - move Frequeney calculation 1)eneath RollPitchPhase, and





















































































0.8276, 0.9816, 1.1246 ,...


















































0.0059, 1.0476, 2.2419, 3.5886, 5.0878, 6.7395, 8.5438,...
12.6098, 14.8715, 17.2858;...
0.0193, 1.0700, 2.2671, 3.6104, 5.0999, 6.7357, 8.5178,...
12.5208, 14.7417, 17.1089;...
-0.0509, 1.0319, 2.1976, 3.4462, 4.7776, 6.1920, 7.6893,...
10.9326, 12.6786, 14.5075;...
















































freq=(RollPitchPhase==pi /2).*sch2d ( freq.PiQ2..sch , sqrt (aMNreshape (: ,1).^2
aMNreshape(: ,2) .^2) ,0.5* atan2(aMNreshape(: ,2) ,aMNreshape(: ,1))) +
(RollPitchPhase==3*pi /2).*sch2d ( freq.3PiQ2.sch , sqrt (aMNreshape (: ,1).
aMNreshape(: ,2) . ^2) ,0.5* at an2(aMNreshape(: ,2) ,aMNreshape(: ,1)))-
freqPiQ2-sch-inv = ...
NaN, 0.0000, 0.1500, 0.3000, 0.4500, 0.6000, 0.7500, 0.9000, ...
1.0500, 1.2000, 1.3500, 1.5000;...
-0.7854, -0.0409, 0.9922, 2.0491, 3.1297, 4.2340, 5.3620, 6.5137,...
7.6892, 8.8884, 10.1113, 11.3579;...
-0.5236, -0.0509, 1.0319, 2.1976, 3.4462, 4.7776, 6.1920, 7.6893,...
9.2695, 10.9326, 12.6786, 14.5075;...
-0.2618, 0.0193, 1.0700, 2.2671, 3.6104, 5.0999, 6.7357, 8.5178,...






























































4.4851, 5.7107, 6.9717 ...
3.9746, 5.0767, 6.2175,...
3.4827, 4.4483, 5.4504 ,...
110 % protect from divide by 0 with max(*,0.001) term
111 temp=(RollPitchPhase=pi /2).*sch2d(freqPiQ2-sch..inv , freq , ...
112 0.5* atan2(aMNreshape(: ,2) ,aMNreshape(: ,1)))./max(sqrt(aMNreshape(: ,1) .^2
113 aMNreshape(: ,2) .^ 2) ,0.001) +
114 (RollPitchPhase==3*pi/2).*sch2d(freq.3PiQ2-sch-inv , freq,...
115 0.5* atan2(aMNreshape(: ,2) ,aMNreshape(: ,1) )) ./max(sqrt(aMNreshape(: ,1) .^2
116 aMNreshape (: ,2) . ^2) ,0.001);
117
118 veh.aMNscalar = min(temp);
119
120 % still trying to fix scaling , so relative magnitudes are preserved
121
122 temp2=(RollPitchPhase==pi /2) .* sch2d ( freq..PiQ2-sch-inv , freq ,....
123 0.5* atan2(aMNreshape(: ,2) ,aMNreshape(: ,1))) +
124 (RollPitchPhase==3*pi/2).*sch2d (freq..3PiQ2-sch-inv , freq
125 0.5* atan2(aMNreshape(: ,2) ,aMNreshape(: ,1)));
126
127
128 freq=(RollPitchPhase=pi /2) .*sch2d (freqPiQ2..sch ,(rmin(temp)./temp) .*temp2
129 0.5* at an2(aMNreshape(: ,2) ,aMNreshape(: ,1) )) + . ..
130 (RollPitchPhase==3*pi/2).*sch2d(freq3PiQ2-sch ,(min(temp) ./temp) .*temp2
131 0.5* atan2 (aMNreshape(: ,2) ,aMNreshape(: ,1)));
132
133
134 [veh. fin (:) . PitchSinusoidAmp=deal (0.7*(180/ pi));
135





















146 str=[str 'freq(' nun2str(i) ')'I;
147 if i~=veh.numFins, str=[str ,'];end
148 end
149
150 eval ([ ' [veh . fin (:) . RollSinu.soidFreq]=deal( ' str ) 'J);




155 str=[str 'PitchBias(' nun2str(i) )'1;
156 if i~=veh.numFins, str=[str ','];end
157 end
158 eval ([ '[veh . fin (:) . PitchSinusoidBias]=deal( ' str ') 'I);
159 % 2006.01.12 W.Booth - fix PitchSinusoidPhase so it is:
160 %
161 % PitchSinusoidPhase =.RoilSin usoidPhase
162 % + RollPitchPhase
163 %
164 % NOTE: that if have manually changed
165 % veli . fin . RollSin usoi dPli ase this will
166 % persist, and not be set back to default
167 % va u e s
168 % RollPitchPhase-deg = (180/pi) .* RollPitchPhase:
169 % transpose so it is nuniFinsxI vector
170 RollSinusoidPhase = [veh. fin. RollSinusoidPhase] ';
171 % Add RollPitchPhase to RollSinusoidPhase to get Pitch SinusoidPhase
172 PitchPhase-deg = RollSinusoidPhase + (180/pi) .* RollPitchPhase;
173 str=' ;
174 for i=1:veh.numFins,
175 str=[str 'PitchPhase.deg( num2str(i) ')'];
176 if i~=veh.numFins, str=[str 7.];end.
177 end
178 eval ([ [veh . fin (:) . PitchSinusoid Phase] =deal( ' str )
179
180 % 2006.01.23 - define PhaseSinusoidPhasedeg output:
181 PitchSinusoidPhase..deg=PitchPhase-deg;
182
183 veh . aMNreshape = aMNreshape;
184 veh.aMNfreq = freq;
185 veh.aMNbias = bias;





% te=ta.nicor (veb v . vr) calculates coriolis forces from
% vehicle variables and generalized velocities v and vr
Crb=[ zeros(3,3) , -vp(veh.Mrb(1:3 ,:)*v)
-vp (veh.Mrb(1:3 ,:)*v) , -vp(veh.Mrb(4:6,:) *v)
Ca= [ zeros (3,3), -vp(veh.Ma(1:3 ,:)*vr)














1 function tc=tau..cor.fb..in(veh,v,vr ,scalar)
2
3 % t( tau-corfb-lin (velh,v.vr) calculates coriolis forces from
4 % vehicle variables and generalized: velocities v and vr
5
6 % for feedback linearization:
7 % scalar = scalar on Mrb and Ma matrices
8
9
0 Crb=[ zeros (3 ,3) , -vp( scalar .*veh.Mrb(1:3 ,:)*v);
1 -vp(scalar.*veh.Mrb(1:3,:)*v), -vp(scalar.*veh.Mrb(4:6,:)*v)I;






1 fun c tion [td , af , cl , cd, xcp]=tau-damp -fuselage (veh, vr)
2
3 % td=tau.._damp(vehl .vr) ; calcuilates damping forces from
4 % fuselage alone ,generalized velocity vr
5
Revisions










of an Underwater Vehicle
since novel origin of B-frame from front
of vehicle to center, change PfPb (moment arm)
was:
Pf..b=[-xcp*veh. 1; 0; 0];
where xcp = 0 at the front of the vehicle
and xcp = 0.5 at the midway point
now:


























- added af , eled xcp outputs for
purposes
test
% forces on FUSFLAGE
% Fuselage reference surface
sf=pi/4*veh.d^2;
% relative velocity of B-b wrt c in b
v.Bcb=vr(1:3)+vp(vr(4:6),veh.B.b);
% fuselage rotation matrix
i-fb=[1; 0; 0;
if norm([0; v-Bcb(2); v-Bcb(3)])<le-12, k-fb=[0; 0; 1};
else k.fb=[0; v-Bcb(2); v.Bcb(3)J/norm([0; v.Bcb(2); v-Bcb(3)I) ;end
R.fb=[i.fb, vp(k-fb,i-fb), k.fb;
% relative velocity of B-b wrt c in f
v-Bcf=R..fb'*v-Bcb;
%.' attack angle
af=atan2 (v..Bcf (3) ,v..Bcf(1));
% wind frame rotation matrix
R..wf=[cos(af) 0 -sin(af); 0 1 0; sin(af) 0 cos(af)];
% l cd xClp computation
[cl ,cd ,xcp]=a2clcdxc(af);
% dami )11ping for cOs (. x]1 i; wrt w
F.Bw=-0.5*veh. rho* sf*v..Bcf '* vBcf *[ed; 0; cl];
% damping forces on B wrt b
FBb=R.fb * R.wf*FBw;
% force application point
% PfT.)=[-xcp*veh . 1; 0; 0]
% 2006.01.10 - since moved center of b-frame to center of boat
% needed to change this , since definition of xcp
% is 0 at front of vehicle , and 0.5 at midpoint of
vehicle (center of current b-frame)
Pf-b=[(veh.1/2)-xcp*veh.1; 0; 0];
% moments on B with pole in b wrt 1)
M-Bbb=vp(Pf-b ,F.Bb);
t f =[F-Bb; M..Bbb];
111
69 %-




1 function [td,af ,cl ,cd,xcp}= tau-damp..fuselage.fb.lin (veh,vr ,scalar)
2
3 % td=tau-damp.fuseiage.fb Ain(veh vr.scalar);
4 %
5 % calculates damping forces from fuselage alone ,generalized velocity vr
6 % for feedback linearization:
7 % scalar = scalar on cl,cd, and xe[)
8
9 % Revisions
10 % 1999 G.Campa - Model of an Underwater Vehicle
11 % 2006.01.10 W. Booth - since moved origin of B-frame from front
12 % of vehicle to center change Pf-b (moment arm)
13 % was:
14 % Pf~b=[-xcp*vehl.1; 0; 01;
15 % where xcp = 0 at the front of the vehicle
16 % and xc = 0.5 at the midway point
17 %
18 % now:
19 % Pf-b={(veh.I/2)-xcp*veh. I; 0; 0];
20 %





2 6 % ... ...-.............*...... - _ _ _ _ .........
27 % forces on FUSELAGE
28
29 % Fu selhage reference suirface
30 sf=pi/4*veh.d^2;
31
32 % relative velocity of B-b wrt c in b
33 vBcb=vr(1:3)+vp(vr(4:6) ,veh.B-b);
34
35 %X fuselage rotation matrix
36 i-fb=[1; 0; 0];
37 if norm([O; v-Bcb(2); v...Bcb(3)])<le-12, k-fb=[0; 0; 1};
38 else k.fb=[0; v..Bcb(2); v.Bcb(3)]/norm([0; v..Bcb(2); v...Bcb(3)});end
39 R..fb=[i-fb , vp(k.fb ,i-fb) , k..fbj;
40
41 %4 relative velocity of B..b wrt e in f
42 v-Bcf=R.fb '*v..Bcb;
43
44 % , attack angle
112
45 af=atan2 (v.Bc.f (3) , v-Bcf (1));
46
47 % wind frame rotation matrix
48 R-wf=[cos(af) 0 -sin(af); 0 1 0; sin(af) 0 cos(af)];
49
50 % el d x.1.) coinputation
51 [cl ,cd,xcp]=a2clcdxc(af);
52
53 % scale model parameters to give some degree





59 % damping forces on B wrt w
60 F.Bw=-0.5*veh.rho*sf*v.Bcff'*v.Bcf*[cd; 0; ci];
61
62 % danping forces on B wrt b
63 FBb-R.fb * R-wf*FBw;
64
65 % force application point
66 % Pf-b=[- xcp*veh . ; 0; 01;
67 2006.01.10 -- sin ce moved center of b-frame to center of boat
68 % needed to change this , since defi nition of xcp
69 % is 0 at front of vehicle . and 0.5 at midpoint of
70 % vehicle (center of current b-frame)
71 Pf-b=[(veh.1/2)-xcp*veh.1; 0; 0];
72
73 % moments on B with pole in b wrt 1)








1 func tion [ tf , af-past6 , coefD-model , coefL.model , coefC-model} =
2 tau-foil5 (veh,vr ,finNumber , PitchPosition , RollPosition ,...
3 PitchSpeed , RollSpeed , RollAccel , PitchBias , PitchAmp, PitchPhase ,
4 af-past6 , coefDschedules , coefLschedules , coefCschedules)
5 % tf , afpast6 , coefD-nodel , coefL-model . coefC-.model ] = . ..
6 % t au-foi15 ( veh vr ,finNumber, PitchPosition , RollPosition
7 % PitchSpeed ,RollSpeed, RollAccel ,PitchBias ,PitchAmp, PitchPhase
8 % af-past6 , coefDschedules , coefLsc(iedules , coefCschedules )
9 %
10 % calculate force due to driving of fin(finNumber)
11 %
113
12 % veh structure containing turtle geometry
13 vr relative veloci ty = v-vc
14 finNumber = integer between 1 and 6 corresponding
15 to w hich fin require the force information
16 % PitchPosition =nuinFinsxi]. vector of pitch angles in radians
17 % RollPosition =l[numFinsx1] vector of roll angle in radians
18 PitchSpeed [numFinsxi]. vector of pitch speed in radians/sec
19 % RollSpeed = [numFinsx1 ] vector of roll speed in radians/sec
20 % RPollAccel =nurnFinsx1l vector of roll acceleration in radians/sec '2
21 % PitchBias [nuxnFinsx1 I vector of pitch bias (current , not desired)
22 % PitchAmp =numFinsx1I vector of pitch amplitude ( current , not desired
23 % PitchPhase= [numFinsx1] vector of pitch phase (current not desired)
24 % af-past6 = [6*numFinsx1] vector of past 6 values of af (angle of attack)
25 % for each foil
26 % afpast6(1:6) - foil#1
27 % af.past6(7:12) - foil#2
28 %
29 % af past 6 ( (N-1)*6+1:N*6) - foil*N
30 %
31 % Needed for calculation of direction &
32 % unwr'ap ( af
33 %
34 % Passed out as well , so can be used in the
35 % subsequent pass
36
37 % 2006.05.16 -- add RollPitchPhase definition
38 RollPitchPhase=PitchPhase (finNumber) .*( pi /180) ...
39 -veh. fin(finNumber) .RollSinusoidPhase*(pi/180);
40 % 2006.05.16 - add pitchScalar = 1 for psi.rp=pji /2 and = -1 for psirp=3pi/2
41 % copi ed tolerance from 1oefD-coefL-coefC .vs..alpha-vec .m
42 toleranceRollPitchPhase=0.2;
43 if (RollPitchPhase > pi/2-toleranceRollPitchPhase) &
44 (RollPitchPhase < pi/2+toleranceRollPitchPhase)
45 pitchScalar = 1;
46 elseif (RollPitchPhase > 3*pi/2-toleranceRollPitchPhase) &
47 (RollPitchPhase < 3*pi/2+toleranceRollPitchPhase)
48 pitchScalar = -1;
49 else
50 %assune pitchScalar=




55 % this is transformation from f-frame to 13-frame
56 % 1st rotation about y by -pitch angle;
57 % 2nd rotation about x by -roll angle.
58 % verified that Pi-b is pointing to mid-point of foil
59 Rfb=rpy2R..eb([-veh. fin (finNumber). roll-nom-RollPosition (finNumber); ...
60 -veh. fin (finNumber) . pitch..nom-pitchScalar*PitchPosition (finNumber) ; ...
61 01);
62 % ni.dpoint of foil , relative to frame B
114
63 Pi-b =. R-fb*veh. fin (finNumber). Pi-f + veh. fin (finNumber) .r-Oxb
64
65 % transformation from f-frame to x-frame
66 % rotation about y by -pitch angle
67 R-fx=rpy2R.eb([0;
68 -veh. fin (finNumber) .pitch-nom-pitchScalar*PitchPosition(finNumber);
69 01) ;
70 % midpoint of foil , relative to frame X
71 P ix = R-fx*veh. fin (finNumber).Pi-f
72
73 % transformation from x-frame to b-fraae
74 % rotation about x by -roll angle
75 R..xb=rpy2R..eb([-veh. fin (finNumber) . roll.nom-RollPosition (finNumber); ...
0;...
01);
Velocity of foil midpoint Pi with respect to b
(expressed in b-frame)
v-pib = v.oxb + R-xb * ( v-pix + w_xbb x Pi-x )
v-oxb = velocity of origin of x-frame expressed in b-fraie
0 in our problem
Rxb = rotation matrix from x-frame to b-frame. Since th
quantity in parentheses will be expressed in x-frai
need to convert to b-frame.
v-pix = velocity of foil midpoint Pi relative to x-frame
(expressed in x-frame)
see below for more details
w.xbb = angular velocity of x-frame with respect to b-frai
(expressed in b-frame )
which in our problei is = [ roll speed; 0; 01
Pi x = position of foil midpoint expressed in x-frame




























































NOTE: siin lary , t o cal (il at e
Ve 1o cit ' o f midp)oint Pi relative to x-fraie
v-pix = v-ofx -+ Rfx * ( v-pif +. w-fxx x Pi-f )
v-ofx = velocity of origin of f--frame expressed in x-fralme
= 0 in our problem
I-fx = rotation matrix from f--frame to x-frame. Since the
quantity iin parentheses will be expressed in f-frame,
need to convert to x-framne.
v-pi f velocity of foil midpoint Pi relative to f-frame
(expressed in f-frame)
= 0 in our problem
w-fxx = angular velocity of f-frame with respect to x-frame
(ex pressed ini x-fframe )
which in our problem is =, [0; pitch speed; 0]






















































% w beb =
Pi-b =
v.icb=vr (1:3)
velocity of origin of B-frame w/r to C-fra.i
expressed in B-frame =yr (1:3)
velocity of Pi with respect to b-frame
expressed in b-frame -> calculated above
angular velocity of b-frame w/ r to c-frame
expressed in b-frame = vr (4:6)
vector to midpoint of foil , w/r to B-frame
+ v.pib + vp (vr (4:6), Pib) ;
ne ,
% relative velocity of fin middle point wrt c in f-frame
v-icf=Rfb '* v.icb;
- attack angle
af=atan2(vicf (3) ,v icf (1));





fin wind frame rotation matrix
R-wf=[cos(af) 0 -sin(af); 0 1 0; sin(af) 0 cos(af)J;
% 2006.05.16 -- change to coefD-coefL.coe fC-vsalplia3 which
% , cicludes updated pitch inversion schedules for psiirp=3pi /2
[coefD..model , coefL _model , coefC-model , direction ]=...
coefD-coefL.coefC..vs..alpha3(af,PitchBias(finNumber)
PitchAmp ( finNumber) . * ( pi /180) , PitchPhase (finNumber) .* ( pi /180) ...
-veh. fin (finNumber) . RollSinusoidPhase *(p /180) ....
RollPosition (finNumber) ... -
af.past6 ((finNumber-1)*6+1:(finNumber-1)*6+6)
coefDschedules , coefLschedules , coefCschedules);
%, pass updated af-pasit6 out again
af-past6 ((finNumber-1)*6+2:(finNumber-1)*6+6)=...
116
%c (:alculate velocity of foil midpoint , Pi, relative to x-fraime
v-pix = R..fx * vp([0;pitchScalar*PitchSpeed(finNumber) ;0],...
veh. fin (finNumber) . P if ) ;
% calculate velocity of foil midpoint, Pi, relative to b-frame
v.pib = R.xb * ( v.pix + vp([RollSpeed(finNumber);O;0 ,Pix) );
% calculated in upper routine
%% current velocity
" ve = [-d(j) .U;0;0;;0;:01;
% % relative velocity of b-frame w/r to c-frame
Svr(:,i) = -ve;
% relative velocity of fini middle point wrt c in b-frame
% vAc b = v..obcb + v.ibb + w-bcb x Pi.b
165 afp ast6 ((finNumber -1)*6+1:(finNumber -1)*6+5);
166 afpast6 ((finNumber-1)*6+1)=af;
167
168 % damping forces on i wrt w
169 F.fw=-0.5*veh. rho*veh. fin (finNumber). a*veh. fin (finNumber) .b *.
170 (v.icf(1)^2+v-icf(3)^2)*[coefDmodel; coefC-model; coefL.modell;
171
172 % foil force wrt b
173 F-fb=R-fb*R-wf*F.fw;
174
175 % moment about center of pressure (midpoint on foil)
176 % comparing to moment measured at load cell , so need
177 % to use moment arm from load cell to center of foil
178 % Need to add effect of Roll motor acceleration
179
180 % iomnents on root with pole in b wrt b




1 function tr=tau-rest (veh ,p)
2
3 % tr=tau -rest (vehl, p); calculates restoring forces from
4 % vehicle variables and generalized position p
5
6 % Hydrostatic Force and moment













1 function tr=tau..rest_fiblin(veh,p, scalar)
2
3 % tr=taurest-fbAin (veh ,p,scalar); calculates restoring forces from
4 % vehicle variables and generalized position p
5 %
6 % for feedback linearization:
7 % scalar = scala r on veh.vol and vehi.m
117
8






15 %4 Gravitational force and moment







1 function xdot=turtleModel3_noTableLookupsC3-new2 (t ,x, eta-d , etadot-d , ...
2 etadotdot-d , lambda-fb-lin , errorScalar , tau-b , tau-e ,...
3 v-cee , a..cee .T-control-fb-lin )
4 x(lot=turtleMo(lel3-nloTableLookupsC3-nlew2 (t x, eta.d , etadot-d ,...
5 % etadotdotd . ,lambda.fblin , errorScalar . taul) , tau.e
6 v.cee , a.cee , T control fb.lin )
7 %
8 % t = current time input [ sec
9 % x = [p:vl current states [12x)l
10 % eta d [t x-d yd z d phi-d theta..d psi-d J matrix of demanded
11 % position in general body (?) frame. Will interpolate current
12 %dema1nided p osition as a function of time input. t
13 % etadot-d = miatri'.x of, delmanlded velocity
14 etadotdot-d = ldtrix of demanded acceleration
15 %lam bda-fb-lin = '6x6] controller gaiu matrix i. feedback linearization
16 % ontrol Ia
17 %4 er orScalar = er rO() r sca-lar in feedback linearization model
18 ' ta1m-b = external forces (in 1)od frame)
19 %4 t aUe = external forces (in (eaitI franM)
20 X v.cee current velocity (in earth frame)
21 %4 acee = current acceleration (in earth fram e)




26 % CALiLS fo lowiIig rout ines
27 %4
28 % a) cale-ufb...lin - feed1back linearization control law
29 % - sets parameters in global "veh" struct
30 %f b) foil motion-vs-t7 - calculates foil position as a. function of
31 % updated "veh" parameters, and delay associated with
32 % phase shift
33 % - does not do "holdingAtPosition", instead switch from
34 %c oldPitchlPhase to newPitchPhase when pitch trajectories
118
35 % intersect.






42 % GLOBAL variables
43 global veh coefDschedules coefLschedules coefCschedules
44
45 % PERSISTENT variables
46 persistent calc..u.fb AinOutput counter-when.run-calc-u.fb-lin
47





53 s=exist ( coefDschedules-filename);
54 if s==2,
55 load ( coefDschedules-filename);
56 else
57 error ([ 'ERROR..--canot-load' coefDschedules.filenamel)
58 end





64 error ([ 'ERR1OR--- cannot -load' coefLschedules-filename])
65 end
66 coefCschedules-filename=' coefCschedules2 mat'
67 s=exist ( coefCschedules-filename)
68 if s==2,
69 load ( coefCschedules-filename)
70 else
71 error ([ 'ERROL--.cannot-load -' coefCschedules.filename ])
72 end
73
74 % initialize "veh"
75 veh=vehicle;
76
77 end %if t=
78




83 % NOTE tpast is assignin 'ed at the bottom. of this routine
84 assignin ( 'base ,' tpast-store ',t-past.store)
85 else
119
86 % read from workspace
87 t.past = evalin ('base',' t.past








96 % NOTE af-past6 is assignin 'ed at the bottom of this routine
97 assignin ('base , ' af-past6.store , afpast6-store)
98 else
99 read from workspace
100 af.past6 = evalin ( 'base ','afpast6;')









110 % a) caleuifbt-lin - feedback linearization control law
111 % - sets parameters in global "veh" struct
112
113 % aOO1) re-initialize counter if t=O




118 %3< a003) determine et a..d , etadot-d . etadotdot d for current timestep
119 etadi=intery:1 (eta-d (: ,1) ,eta-d (: ,[2:71) ,t , 'linear ' , 'extrap ', 'nearest') ';
120 etadot-d-i=interpi (etadotd (: ,1) ,etadot-d (: ,[2:7]) ,t ,
121 linear ' , 'extrap ,'nearest )
122 etadotdot-d-i=interpl (etadotdot-d (: ,1) , etadotdot.d (: ,[2:7]) ,t
123 'linear ','extrap ','nearest') ';
124
125 % a005) call cale-ti-fbilin with input:
126 % in =
127 % 12x1 -- [p; v - current states
128 % 6x1 - [eta-d] - desired position (eta)
129 % 6ix - [etadot-d ] - desire(l d( position)/dt
130 % 6x1 - etadotdotd] - desired d^2( position )/dt^2
131 % lxi - [lambda] - controller gain
132 % lxi - [scalar] - error on model parameters
133 % 
134 %




138 if exist( 'T-control-fb-lin ) && isempty(T..control.fb.lin) &
139 isnumeric(T-controLfb.lin)
140
141 % run every TC(ntrol...fb.lixn seconds , or when tz==0
142 if floor (t./ T..control-fb.lin) > counter..when-run.calc..u.fb-lin 11 (t==0)
143 calc.u-fb-linOutput = calc..ufb-lin..noTableLookups2C-new ([x; eta..d.i ; ...
144 etadot-d ; etadotdot..di ; 1; errorScalar, lambda.fb.lin);
145
146 counter..when -run..calc.u..fb.lin = floor (t./T-control-fb.lin);
147 end
148 % NOTE: make counter-when-run a global ('?) variable
149
150 else % run all the time
151
152 calc.u.fb.linOutput = calc.u..fblin..noTableLookups2C..new ([x; eta-d-i;...






159 % ) foilmnotion-vs-t7 calculates foil position as a function of
160 %. updiated "veh" parameters , and delay associated with
161 % phase shift .
162 % - does not do " holdingAt Position", instead switch from




167 % 2006.05.19 - initialize oldPitchPhase and new'PitchPhase to
168 % veh . fin . PitchSinusoidPhase ] '
169 % initialize oldfias , newBias, a.id bias)now to
170 1 veh. fin (:) . PitchSinusoidfBia.s I
171 foil-parameters-past=[zeros (6*veh .numFins ,1) ; [veh. fin. PitchSinusoidPhase
1';...
172 [veh. fin . PitchSinusoidPhase I '; [veh. fin (:) . PitchSinusoidBias
I ';...
173 [veh. fin (:) . PitchSinusoidBias ] '; [veh. fin (:) . PitchSinusoidBias
I ';...
174 [veh. fin . PitchSinusoidAmp]'J;
175 foil..parameters..past-store=foil.parameters-past;
176 % NOTE foil-parameters-past is assignin 'ed at the bottom of this routine
177 assignin ( 'base foilp arameter s..p as t -store , foilparameters _past -store)
178 else
179 % read from workspace
180 foil-parameters...past = evalin ( base foil parameters-past ;
181 foil.-parameters-past-store = evalin ('base 'foil parameters-past.store
182 end
183









phi c prev[nmiFinsx1 I
t [n- = time (previous iteration)
t n] = time (current iteration)
f.c [n-i] = frequency (previous iteration)






























% phi-c-fixed = fixed value of phi.c if
%.1. holdingAtPosition=1 [numFinsx1l
% onlncreasingPhase = flag indicating on increasing
phase of sinusoid [numnFinsx1l
% onDecreasingPhase = flag indicating on decreasing
% phase of sinusoid [numFinsx1i
% holdingAtPosition = flag indicating that holding at
% mini or max position [fnumFinsx1i
% oldPitchPhase = old pitch phase (prev iter ) ( deg] [numFinsxI
iewPitchPhase = new pitch phase (prev iter ) [deg] [numFinsxI
% ol dBias = bias (previous iteration) [radj [numFinsxl]
% newBias = newBias (previous iteration) [rad] [numFinsx1l
bias.now = previous value of bias [rad [ numFinsx1j
% Amp = previous value of amplitude {nuinFinsxl]
foil-motion..vs AtOutput = foil.motion.vs.t7 ([t-past ; t; foil..parameters..past1);
% )010) prepare outputs for vxdot4


















foil-motion-vs-tOutput (1*veh numFins +
foil-motion-vs.tOutput (2*veh. numFins +
foil-motion-vs-tOutput (3*veh.numFins +
foil motion-vs-tOutput (4*veh numFins +
foil-motion-vs-tOutput (5*veh. numFins +
foil-motion..vs-tOutput (6*veh.numFins +
foil-motion-vs.tOutput (7*veh. numFins +
foil.motion.vs.tO utput (8*veh numFins +
foil-motion-vs-tOutput (9*veh. numFins +
foil-motion-vs-tOutput (10*veh numFins +
foil..motion-vs-tOutput (11*veh. numFins +
foil-motion.vs-tOutput (12*veh. numFins +
foil..motion.vs.tOutput (13*veh. numFins +
foil..motion _vs.tOutput (14* veh. numFins +
foil.motion-vs.tOutput (15*veh.numFins +
foiL..motionvs-t Output (16*veh. numFins +

















































foil-parameters-past = foil-motion -vs-tOutput (5*veh. numFins+1:end) ';
vxdot - calculation of st ate derivatives as a function of foil inputs
















































































vxdotOutput = vxdot6 (vxdotInput);



























external force and miomient wrt b
external force andt moment wrt e
current velocity
current acceleration
vector of I)aist 6 values of af
(angle of attack) for each foil
af-past6 - foil#I
afpast (i foi1,42





















































ca. 1 c - tu - f b - Ii n
vxdot output
c a 1 c - U -f 1) Ai n
ou t p ut
(minus the states , and the





vxdot Output (12+6*veh. numFins+1:24+(6+veh . numFins) *veh . numFins);
zeros (30,1) ; %set all * .init variables to 0
vxdotOutput(24+(6+veh. numFins) *veh numFins+1:end) 1; %coefD , coefL , coefC
% ignore out4 ( cale u fb_ in output during init for the moment)
yout.turtleModel.currentIter = yout '; %uake sure it s a. row vector
e) output *-past variables to the 'base ' workspace






'base ','foilparameters.past ', foil-parameters-past)
'base ','af-past6 ' ,afpast6);
'base , 'you.t-urtleModel-currentIter ' , yout..turtleModel.currentIter)
A.19 turtleModel3_odeprog2
function status = turtleModel3-odeprog (t ,y, flag , varargin)
%status = turtleModel3-odeprog (t ,y, flag , varargin)
% 3 DE progress display function
124
xdot = vxdotOutput(0 + [1:121) ;
af-p ast6 = vxdotOutput(12+ (1:6* veh .numFins ]);
net-forces = vxdotOutput(12+6*veh.numFins+ [1:61) ;
tau..foiltotal = vxdotOutput(18+6*veh.numFins+ [1:6]) ;
for i= 1:veh.numFins,
fin (i ) tau = vxdotOutput(24+(6+i -1)*veh numFins+ (1:6]);
end
%K_
% d) output per addToYout.m for this iteration
% store to yout initially
% and then copy yout to yout..turtleMod.el.currentlter
% just in case this is more efficient (global memory-wise?)
% b0




4 % Displays a vertical bar plot that fills as the simulation
5 nears its completion
6
7 % Reads *past variables from workspace and
8 updates *.paststore variables to workspace
9 % Also outputs data to the workspace
10 %






17 if nargin < 3 11 isempty(flag)
18 figure (95);
19 area([t(end) tfin-t.(end);t(end) tfin-t(end)])
20 title ([num2str(t(end)/tfin*100) '%'})
21
22 % 2006.03.07 W.Booth - added update of *. past..store parameters
23 % an(d writing output
24 %
25 % NOTE that t &- y can be vectors that have dimension > 1
26 % ASUTE that t (end) =tpast , but can check
27
28 % read from workspace (since not using global variables)
29 t-past = evalin ( 'base , 't.past
30 foil-parameters-past = evalin.('base' ,'foil-parameters-past
31 af-past6 = evalin ( 'base ' 'afpast6
32




37 % once integration is comrujplete





43 % write *_past store parameters to the base workspace
44 assignin ( ' base', ' tpast-store ' , t-past.store);
45 assignin ( base ' , ' foiL..par ameters-past..store
46 foilparameters.past-store ) ;
47 assignin ('base ', ' af-past6_store ',af-past6-store)
48
49 % and write output:
50 % AJSUME yout-turtleModel-currentI ter is a row vector
51 % yout-turtleModel-currentlter was written to the workspace
52 % in t urtleModel3 .m
53 evalin('base ' ...





58 case 'init '
59 tfin=t(end);
60 fig=figure (95);
61 set (fig , 'Position ' ,[4 ,40 ,100 ,5001)
62 axis ([1,2,0, tfin});
63 ylabel ( 'Siniulation-Progress --. Time.-.(s) )
64 title ( '0%')
65 set (gca , 'NextPlot ','replacechildren');
66 area([0 tfin;0 tfin])
67
68 fig=figure (42)
69 set (fig , 'Position ' ,[4,622,100,100])
70 text (-0.1,0.8, 'Close -this...box') ;hold on;
71 text (-0.1,0.4, 'to...prematurely');
72 text (-0.1 ,0, 'end...simulation ') ; hold off;
73 axis off
74
75 pause (0 .1)
76
77 % 2006.05.11 update per change to add coefD ,coefL coefC outputs
78 assignin ( 'base, 'yout.turtleModel ' ,zeros (1 ,240))
79







87 status = 0;
88 drawnow;
A.20 vehicle
1 function [vl]=vehicle ()
2
3 % [vI]=vehicle
4 % creates turtle vehicle configuration
5 %
6 % based on http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/
7 % loa.d File .do?o bjectId=1207&objectType=fi le by Giampero Campa
8
9 % physical world variables
10 v1. ge=[0; 0; 9.81}; % Gravitational acceleration
11 vI . rho=1033; % Marine water density
12
13 % length
14 vl.l=36 * 0.0254; % 36in [in meters]
126
% core diameter
vl.d=10 * 0.0254; % 10in [in metersI






















































%mass (kg), assume neutrally buoyant




v1. fin( i ).a=0.15; % 15cm long
vl. fin (i ).b=0.05; % 5cm wide
v1.fin(i).t=0.01; % 1em thick
v1. fin (i) . s=0.05; % spacing between body and base of fin
v1.fin(i).vol=v1.fin(i).a .* vl.fin(i).b .* vl.fin(i).t;% m 3
v1. total-fin..volume=vl. total-fin..volume+vl. fin (i) . vol;
v1. fin (i).m = v1. fin (i). vol .* v1. rho; % kg. assuming neutrally
end









vi . fin (1)
vi. fin (2)































rOxb=[vl. 1/2; cos (vi
sin (vi. fin (1)
.r...Oxb=[v. 1 /2; cos (vi
sin (vi. fin (2)
r..Oxb=[v1 . 1 /2; cos (vi
sin (vi . fin (3)
.rOxb=[v. 1 /2; cos(vi
sin (vi. fin (4)
.r-Oxb=-vi. 1/2+vi. fi
sin (vi. fin (5)
.r-Oxb=[-vi. 1/2+vi. fi
sin (vi. fin (6)
r-Oxb=[-vi. 1/2+vi. fi




fin (5) . roll..nom=+pi /2;
fin (6) . roll.nom=+pi ;
fin (7) . roll-nom=+3*pi /2;





fin (1). roll.nom) *2*0.0254;...
roll.nom) *2*0.02541;
fin (2) . roll..nom) *2*0.0254;...
roll-nom) *2*0.02541;
fin (3) . roll.nom) *2*0.0254;...
. roll..nom) *2*0.0254];
fin (4) . roll..nom) *2*0.0254;...
.roll-nom) *2*0.0254];
1 (5) .b;cos (vi. fin (5) . roll..nom) *2*0.0254;...
. roll'nom) *2*0.02541;
1 (6) .b; cos (vl. fin (6) . roll.nom) *2*0.0254;...
. roll-nom) *2*0.0254};
1 (7) .b; cos (vi. fin (7). roll.nom) *2*0.0254;...
. roll.nom) *2*0.0254];
1 (8) .b; cos (vi. fin (8) . roll.nom) *2*0.0254;...
127
%A body mass





66 sin (vi. fin (8) . roll-nom) *2*0.0254];
67
68 % fin midpoints , before roll/pitch rotations
69 for i=1:vl.numFins,
70 vi. fin (i). Pi-f=[-vi. fin(i).b/2; vi.r+vl. fin (i).s+vl. fin (i).a/2; 0];
71 end
72
73 % 2006.01.19 -- set RollSinusoidPhase here -
74 % so that they are only set once per run
75 % PhaseOffset=-*pi*rand (6,1)
76
77 % 2006.01.27 - to check repeatability of control + system
78 % set PhaseOffset to a specific set of random numbers.
79 % So can duplicate exactly the same conditions on 2 runs.
80 PhaseOffset=[5.87772946874462 5.76108050495165 2.57780373653904 ...
81 5.61496560240384 0.36374179563397 2.21713586371776 ...
82 5.10927578814966 0.06196037942240];
83
84 % set RollSinusoidPhase = PhaseOffset
85 % NOTE: PitchSinusoidPhase will be set accordingly in




90 str=[str 'PhaseOffset-deg(' num2str(i) ')'];
91 if i~=vl.numFins, str=[str ',*];end
92 end
93 eval (['[v1. fin (:) . RollSinusoidPhase]=deal ( ' str ')
94
95 for i=1:vl.numFins,
96 % P itchSin usoi d
97 vi. fin (i) . PitchSinusoidFreq = 1; %Hz
98 vi. fin (i). PitchSinusoidAmp = 60; %deg
99 vi. fin (i) .PitchSinusoidPhase = 90 + vi. fin (i). RollSinusoidPhase; %deg
100 vi. fin (i ).PitchSinusoidBias = 0; %rad
101 % RollSinusoid
102 vi. fin (i) . RollSinusoidFreq 1; Hz
103 vi. fin (i) . RollSinusoidAmp 30; %deg
104 vi. fin (i). RollSinusoidBias 0; %rad
105
106 % 2006.01.14 Initial -new parameters . which
107 are set in setFreqBias..AlbericoMethod2 .m
108
109 vl. fin (i).PitchSinusoidFreq-new = 1; %Hz
110 vi. fin (i) .PitchSinusoidPhase-new = 90 + vi. fin (i) . RollSinusoidPhase; %deg
111 vi. fin (i) .PitchSinusoidBias-new = 0; %rad
112 vi. fin (i) .PitchUpdate = 0;
113 v1. fin( i ).RollSinusoidFreq.new = 1; %Hz
114 vl. fin (i ).RollUpdate = 0;
115





















































% Rotation of inertia:
% % for body:
%o v1. body. Ixx =0.5*v1. body .m * (vi. r ) 2; % kg*m'2
using paralle axis theoreml
v body . Iyy= (1/'12)*v1. )ody.m * ( 3*(v. r) '2 + (v1 .)2 )
V.. I)Ody. Izz=vl . bod. IY
2005.11.01. rov(d cenitor of mass to v1.Gb=[0; 0; +vl. r 121;
% therefore need to use palr a illel axis theorem for Ixx and IyV
NOTE: Izz will not. be aflFected since Z--axis passes through new
Ce 11ter of inmass
% for body:
vi.. body. Ixx=0.5*vl . body .m * (vl.r)^2 + (vl.body.m) * (v1.r/2)^2; % kg*n^2
v1 body.Iyy=(1/12)*vl.body m * ( 3*(v1.r)^2 + (v1.1)^2 ) +
(vl.body.m) * (vl.r/2)^2;







Iyvy = (1 /12)*i*b 2
Izz=(1/12)*mn*(a 2+b^2)
in b-frame:
1b = Rftb* I.f*R.fb + []
where I-f = [xx 0 0: 0 Ivy 0: 0 0 Izz];
and ] = [(dy'2+dz '2) -dx*dy -dx*dz
--dx*dy (ix '2dz^2) -dy*Iz;
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% see foillmotion_vs_t3 .m
v1. fin ( i ) . PitchSinusoidBias...old = 0; %rad
% 2006.01.26 Initialize *.now parameters used in taui-foil .mf
v1. fin (i) . PitchSinusoidBias..now = 0; %rad
v1. fin (i) . PitchSinusoidAmp -now = 60; %deg
v1. fin (i) .PitchSinusoidPhase-now = 90 + v1. fin (i) . RollSinusoidPhase; %deg
end
% total volume
v1 . vol=vi.body. vol + v1 . total-fin _volume;
% total mass
v1.mv1. body.m + v1. total..fin-mass;
% vectors
vl.P-b=[O; 0; 0J; % Pole wrt B (m)
% 2005.11.01. move center of mass below center of buoyancy so it
wants to stay upri git
vi.G.b=[0; 0; +vl.r /21; % Center of mass wrt B (m)





















































%4 ieference sec.6.4.1 of Analytical Dynamics (Hain Baruh )
for i =1:vl.numFins,
% this is transformation from f-frame to 13-frame
% 1st rotation about y by -pitch angle;
2nd rotation about x by -- roll angle.
% verified that Pi.b is pointing to mid-point of foil
R.fb=rpy2R-eb([-v1. fin (i) . roll.nom; ...
-v1. fin(i).pitch..nom;...
01);
Ixx=(1/12)*vl. fin(i).m*( (v1.fin(i).a)^2 ± ;
Iyy=(1/12)*vl. fin (i) .m*( (v1. fin (i).b)^2);
Izz=(1/12)*vI. fin (i) .m*( (v1. fin (i) .a)^2 + (v1. fin ( i).b)^
If = [Ixx 0 0; 0 Iyy 0; 0 0 Izz];
Pi-b = R-fb*v1.fin(i).Pi.f + vl.fin(i).r-Oxb
dx=vl .G-b (I)-Pi-b (1);
dy=v1.G-b(2)-Pi.b(2);
dz=vl .G-b(3)-Pi-b (3);




% for entire structure:
vI.ILb = [vl.body.Ixx 0 0; 0 vl.body.Iyy 0; 0 0 vl.body.Izz];
for i=1:v1.numFins,
vi.I-b = vl.Ib + v1..fin(i).Ib;
end





























v1. I-b (3 ,3) I;
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2 );
vi .Mrb=[ v1 .m
0
0
219 % Added mass natrix [Kg Kg*m; Kg*n Kg*m^2]
220 % from htt p /web. mit. edi / 2.016 /www/handouts/2005Reading6. pdf
221 m35 = 0;
222 % m55=(1/3) * v1 rho * pi -* (vl. r) ^2 * (vi.1) '3;
223 % got the factor w-rong, becausc definitiOn of x
224 % was from middle of body, i.e. limits on integral
225 % are --L/2 to L /2 not 0 to L
226 % m55=(1/4) * vI . rho * pi * (vl.r) '2 s (v. l) ^3;
227 % assume mill=0 for now
228 % v1 .Ma=[ m22/10 0 0 0 0 0
229 % 0 in22 0 0 0 m35;
230 % 0 0 m*22 0 -m35 0
231 % 0 0 0 0 0 0;
232 % 0 0 -m35 0 m55 0
233 % 0 m35 0 0 0 m55 I;
234
235 % 2006.02.05
236 % Calculate new added mass coefficient for m44 component, because
237 % do not get proper roll response, it is too shaky, and the force that is
238 % (alciuiated to rot ate around x axis , is much smaller than other forces
239 % because it should be easier to rotate around that axis , but isl 't
240 %
241 % From Newnan Marine Hydrodynamics p 145, calculate a44 for 2-finned cylinder
242 %
243 % given my dimensions of a=v1 .r=0.127m (Sin) and b=0.3832m
244 % (0.18 inner span + 8in foil)
245 vi.span = 0.3832; [m] = 0.18 SpanInner + 8in foil
246 % NOTE: this is not consistent with above foil
247 dimensions -- maintain those because they were
248 used when i generated the Cd and Ci curves
249 %Need to re-generate ...
250
251 vi.chord = 4*0.0254; % --- 4in chord length foils
252 NOTE: again this is inconsi st e11. t with above
253 foil dimensi ons, but need this to calculate
254 Ma (added mass matrix) correctly.
255
256 %
257 % sin ( alpha) = 0.5972
258 %
259 % therefore alpha=143.3deg = 2.5015rad (because has to be between pi/2 and pi)
260 %
261 % (1/pi)*(1/0.5972) 4* (22.5015'2-2.5015*(sin(4*2.5015))+




266 % therefore ,a44 vi.rho*(0.127^4)*34.333 = 8.9315
267
268 % compare this to
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269 %
270 % formula from eq'n (20) in Newman paper, as well as interpolation
271 % between N=2 and N=4 in
272 % fig 3, to determine M/(ro*b^4) = 1.05*0.528 = 0.5544
273 %
274 % therefore , a44=0.5544*ro*b'4 where b is the length of fins from
275 % centerline to outer radius
276 %
277 % a44 = 0.5544*vi.rho*0.3832^4 = 11.9543
278
279 % NUTE has to be multiplied by 8*0.0254 = 0.2032, i. e. integrate
280 % over length of 2 sets of foils
281 % both with chord length 4in.
282 %
283 % Therefore , for 2-finned cylinder m44 = 1.8149
284 % for 3-finned cylinder n44 = 2.4291
285
286 m44 = 0.5544*v1.rho*v1.span^4*2*v1. chord;
287
288 % This is about 20% of the value of the .i55 and m66 components
289
290 % N(TE: Need to make sure that
291 % look at old Ma matrix:
292 %
293 % >> veh.la
-294 %
295 % aus =
296 %
297 % 4.7862 0 0 0 0 0
298 % 0 47.8623 0 0 0 0
299 % 0 0 47.8623 0 0 0
300 % 0 0 0 0 0 0
301 % 0 0 0 0 10.0048 0
302 % 0 0 0 0 0 10.0048
303 %
304 %
305 % so this compares reasonably with the orders of nagnitule:
306 %
307 % Also, look at m22 and n33, eiieed to re-calculate
308
309 % a22=a33=pi*rho*[a-2 + (b'2-a^2)'2/b'21
310 a22_withFins=pi*v1.rho*(v1.r^2 + (vl.span^2-vl.r^2)^2/(vl.span^2));
311 % = pi*1000*(0.127 '2 + (0.3832'2-0.127^2)'2/(0.3832'2)) = 416.2
312 %
313 a22.noFins=pi*vl.rho*vl . r^2;
314 %
315 % m22=mn33=a22-.withFins*S-*0.0254 + a22.noF ins *(L-8in)
316 m22=a22..withFins*2*vl.chord + a22..noFins*(vl.1-2*vl .chord);
317 % =416.2*8*0.0254 4 pi *1000*0.127^2*(veh .1--0.0254*8) = 120.6
318


























































/2-vi.chord)^3 - (-vl. 1/2+vi. chord) ^3 ) +




























































% inverse total imass matrix
v1 .iM=inv(v1 .Mrb+v1 .Ma);
2006.02.12 - initialize aMNscalar and aMNreshape
aMNscalar=1;
aMNreshape = zeros (v1 . numFins ,2);
%l 2006.04.30 W. Booth - Initia-ilize Rol lPosition and
v1. RollPosition=zeros (v1 . numFins ,1) ;




Sz=-vp(x,y); z = 3d cross product of x
%c vp(x) is the 3d cross product matrix








































% computes state derivatives as a function of state and input









































[ 1: veh . numFins ] )



















force and moment wrt




=xu(24+8*veh.numFins + [1:3]) ; % current











6* nurmiFinsxl1 vector of past 6 values of af
(angle of attack) for each foil
af-.past6 (1:6) - foil#1
a.-past6 (7:12) - foil#2
aEpast. 6 ( (N-i) ~6-L 1:N*6) -. f 0 I -1
%4) rotation matrix
R-eb=rpy2R-eb (p (4: 6))
% vc and vcdot
vc=[R.eb*v-cee; zeros (3 ,1) ];




2006.05.16 - call tau-foil5 which includes pitch inversion and
new lookups for psi-rp=3pi/2
[fin (i).tau, af.past6 ,fin (i).coefD , fin(i).coefL ,fin(i).coefC ]=...











































48 RollSpeed , RollAccel , PitchBias , PitchAmp, PitchPhase , af..past6 ,....




53 % state derivative
54 pdot=rpy2J(p(4:6))*v;
55 net_.fo r ces=(tau..cor (veh , v, v-vc)+tau -damp.fuselage (veh , v-vc) +...
56 tau..foiltotal +...
57 tau.rest (vehp)+tau-b+[R.eb*tau.e (1:3) ;R.eb*taue(4:6))
58 vdot=vcdot+veh.iM*net..forces;
59
60 % 2006.05.11. - add coefD . coefL . coefC as outputs
61 xdot=[pdot;vdot; af.past6; net.forces ; tau..foil-totalI
62 for i=1:veh.numFins,
63 xdot = [xdot;fin(i).tau];
64 end
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